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ABSTRACT OF THE CREATIVE PROJECT 

A NEW ‘UNEXPOSED KEYS’ ALGORITHM FOR BETTER PROTECTION OF 

STORED PAYMENT CARD INFORMATION 

By 

Eric Alan Christiansen 

American Public University System, May 15, 2016 

Charles Town, West Virginia 

Professor James Marion 

This project report describes a new and unique algorithm of the author’s design and the 

results of a computer simulation which implements and tests the algorithm. The algorithm, which 

has been dubbed the “Unexposed Keys” algorithm, is designed to better protect payment card 

(credit and debit card) data “at rest” when stored in databases. The Unexposed Keys algorithm is 

a high level, multi-part, algorithm which uses other standard cryptographic algorithms such as 

asymmetrical encryption, symmetrical encryption, and one-way encryption. The algorithm is 

tailored towards the processing environment of online vendors. The simulation implements the 

algorithm within a model of such an online vendor. 

This report also examines database security weaknesses in current approaches, in 

particular weaknesses in the PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard). The 

severity of payment card data breaches and the black market for such data are also reviewed. 

The project simulation demonstrates how the Unexposed Keys algorithm can provide 

better than basic PCI DSS data security for payment card data in online vendor databases, 

especially if vendors forgo optional batch transaction processing. 

Keywords: Database security, Encryption, Payment card.  
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Introduction 

Project Title 

The ‘Unexposed Keys’ Algorithm for 

Better Protection of Stored Payment Card Information 

Terms and Abbreviations 

AES. Advanced Encryption Standard. A specific symmetrical cryptographic algorithm. 

Algorithm. “A set of steps that are followed in order to solve a mathematical problem or 

to complete a computer process” (Algorithm, n.d.). 

AMD. Advanced Micro Devices. A semiconductor company that develops and 

manufactures computer processor chips. 

Bitcoin. A new kind of money which uses peer-to-peer technology to operate with no 

central authority or banks; managing transactions and the issuing of bitcoins is carried out 

collectively by the network. 

Blowfish. A symmetrical cryptographic algorithm. 

Ciphertext. A term used in cryptography for text or data that is in an encrypted form, as 

opposed to unencrypted plaintext. 

CPU. Central Processor Unit. The computational brain of a computer. 

CSV. Comma Separated Values. A simple data file formatted supported by most data 

analysis programs, including Excel. 

CVV. Card Verification Value. An additional number, usually three or four digits, on the 

back of most credit or debit cards which is used for additional security. 

Dark Web. Highly encrypted and otherwise protected web sites which sometimes 

support politically or socially unpopular conversations or illegal black market operations. 
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DES. Data Encryption Standard. A symmetrical cryptographic algorithm. 

DSS. Data Security Standard. A security standard from PCI, the Payment Card Industry. 

EMV. Europay MasterCard Visa. A new standard for an electronic chip embedded 

directly within a credit or debit card. 

GB. Gigabyte. One gigabyte represents one billion bytes. 

GHz. Gigahertz. One gigahertz represents a frequency of one billion cycles per second. 

IDE. Integrated Development Environment. An application designed to support 

programming activities. 

MD5. Message Digest 5. A cryptographic hash function algorithm. 

NTFS. New Technology File System. A proprietary file system developed by Microsoft. 

Password Change. The normal process for a customer to set a new password which 

involves logging in using the old password and then supplying the new password. In other 

words, the customer must know the old password to set a new password. 

Password Reset. The special process used when a customer forgets their password. 

Some other secondary authentication mechanism is generally used, after which a new password 

is set even though the old password is never provided. 

Payment Card. A credit card or debit card. 

Payment Gateway. A service offered by an e-commerce service organization which 

greatly facilitates the processing of payment card transactions for vendors (merchants). Typically 

an online vendor communicates only with a payment gateway in order to process payment card 

transactions, the payment gateway service handles all the other complicated processing and 

communications which involves acquiring banks, issuing banks, card associations, and so forth. 

Different online vendors use different levels of services from payment gateways, however. 
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PCD. Payment Card Data. Sensitive data from a credit or debit card, including the card 

holder name, card number, CVV, and expiration date. 

PCI. Payment Card Industry. An industry organization for retailers who process payment 

card transactions. 

PCI DSS. The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard. A security standard not 

governmentally mandated, but mandated by several large payment card issuers such as Visa and 

MasterCard. 

PHP. PHP stands for PHP Hypertext Preprocessor, which is a recursive acronym. It is a 

computer programming scripting language. 

PIN. Personal Identification Number. A numeric password used to authenticate debit 

(and sometimes credit) card owners. 

Plaintext. A term used in cryptography for text or data that is unencrypted, as opposed to 

encrypted ciphertext. 

POS. Point of Sale. 

RAM. Random Access Memory. A form of fast computer data storage. 

RSA. Rivest-Shamir-Adleman. An asymmetrical public key cryptographic algorithm. 

SHA-3. Secure Hash Algorithm 3. A cryptographic one-way hash function algorithm. 

SHA-512. Secure Hash Algorithm 512 bit. A cryptographic one-way hash function 

algorithm. 

SSL. Secure Sockets Layer. A cryptographic protocol for securing communications over 

an electronic network. TLS (Transport Layer Security) is the successor of SSL, nevertheless TLS 

is also sometimes called SSL, although this is not strictly accurate. 
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Tor. The Onion Router. An Internet browsing technology often used to access dark web 

sites which enhances privacy (Tor Project, 2016). 

TLS. Transport Layer Security. A cryptographic protocol for securing communications 

over an electronic network. SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) was a predecessor to TLS. 

Unexposed Keys Algorithm. The core topic of this report. A high level, multi-part, 

algorithm which uses other standard cryptographic algorithms such as asymmetrical encryption, 

symmetrical encryption, and one-way encryption. It specifies how to use other cryptographic 

algorithms for common online vendor payment card operations in such a manner that overall 

security is better assured. 

URL. Uniform Resource Locator. An Internet web address. 

Payment Card Data Breaches 

Exposure of sensitive payment information to unauthorized entities is a serious problem 

in the information age (Chronology of Data Breaches, 2016). Such data can be exposed either “in 

transit”, as when transmitted over wireless or wired networks, or “at rest”, as when stored in a 

database of some sort. Each exposure domain has special issues, but the massive data breaches, 

where thousands or even millions of records are exposed, are generally breaches of “at rest” data. 

Breach data indicates that on a total record-count basis exposure of “at-rest” data extracted from 

databases, even encrypted databases, is the most vulnerable point (Chronology of Data Breaches, 

2016; Cost of Breach Global, 2015; Cost of Breach US, 2015; McCandless, 2016; Hasan & 

Yurcik, 2006). Such database attacks often involve several layers of compromise, but the 

database is all too often the ultimate goal for the hacker (Backoff Malware, 2014; Casey, 2006). 

Such payment card data is of financial value to hackers who can either user the data themselves 
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for fraudulent financial transactions or sell the data on dark web black markets for financial gain 

(Bulakh & Gupta, 2015; Ablon, Libicki, & Golay, 2014; Leeson & Coyne, 2005). 

Typical database protection mechanisms recommended by the Payment Card Industry 

include disk level encryption, database level encryption, table level encryption, and field level 

encryption (PCI DSS, 2013). These mechanisms are certainly helpful, but they all share two 

serious weaknesses. First, such approaches global keys, therefore if one key is compromised all 

associated records are compromised. Second, in order to use data from an encrypted database on 

an online system, the decryption key must also be somewhere on the online system. If you 

encrypt the decryption key, then you just need another decryption key stored online. If you rely 

on manually action to provide a key, then automation (including automatic scalability and fault-

tolerance) is reduced. Some approaches utilizing special key-management hardware show some 

promise (Dodis, Katz, Xu, & Yung, 2002; Doubleblind Encryption, 2015; Roemmele, 2013, 

Bonneau, 2016). However, besides requiring extra hardware, they might simply shift the hacker 

focus to the key server rather than the database server, and are often improperly deployed. The 

primary system must still have locally all the information needed to access the remote key server. 

The Payment Card Industry (PCI) has implicitly recognized these typical database 

security weaknesses as recognized by their CVV (Card Verification Value) usage requirements 

(PCI DSS, 2013, requirement 3.2). This requirement states that the CVV, the three or four digit 

number on the back of most payment cards, must never be permanently stored by a vendor in any 

database, even if encrypted. Temporary CVV storage until a transaction is authorized is allowed 

(which often only takes seconds), but not permanent storage. This helps mitigate the all too often 

breach of payment card numbers (even when encrypted). But since CVV’s are not required for 

many payment card transactions, including online purchases from Amazon, the effectiveness of 
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CVV’s is reduced (Ferrero, 2014; Bort, 2012). Other industry analysts also seem to agree that 

data in databases, encrypted or not, is insufficiently protected (Hong & Linden, 2012; Mannan, 

& van Oorschot, 2008; McMillan, 2014; Bhat & Quadri, 2013). Perhaps this is also why there is 

so much emphasis on after breach fraudulent use detection (Renu & Suman, 2014; Santiago, 

Pereira, & Hirata, 2015) or temporary virtual payment cards (Rubenking, 2014). 

It is proposed that payment card data breaches from databases need not to be as insecure 

as they currently generally are. The new Unexposed Keys algorithm described in this report and 

implemented in this project’s simulation demonstrates a new and potentially valuable approach 

to the problem of more securely storing payment card data in online vendor databases. 

Online Vendor Payment Card Processing Approaches 

The front to back details of online payment card processing are complicated and involve 

online vendors (merchants), payment gateways companies, acquiring banks, issuing banks, card 

associations, and so forth (Card Processing, 2013; Kossman, 2016 Credit Card, 2011; Gulati & 

Srivastava, 2007). Almost all online vendors only communicate with the payment gateway for 

payment card transaction processing. The payment gateway handles all the other details and bank 

communications. 

However, while almost all online vendors use a payment gateway, not all vendors use the 

same set of services or interfaces from the payment vendor. Many vendors, especially smaller 

vendors, do not want to deal with complicated PCI DSS compliance issues and use a full-service 

payment gateway which includes services such as hosting web pages onto which customers enter 

payment card information. These vendors do not save sensitive payment card information such 

as payment card numbers in any database, therefore they will not be the subject of this project. 

However, larger online vendors, such as Amazon, want to save customer payment card 
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information in their own databases in order to facilitate easier repeat shopping and ordering. 

Such vendors must generally comply with PCI DSS database security requirements or else their 

transactions might not be accepted (Condon, 2008). These vendors and their databases are the 

primary target of the Unexposed Keys algorithm and this project report. Payment gateway 

service providers, banks, and card associations also maintain databases with sensitive payment 

card information, but while many aspects of the Unexposed Keys algorithm could potentially be 

adapted to some of these other environments, such application is beyond the scope of this project 

report. 

Password Changing Versus Password Resets 

One of the important considerations limiting potential solutions to payment card 

information database security for online vendors is the requirement to support customer 

password resets. The normal process for a customer to set a new password is to log in using their 

old password and then supply the new password. In other words, the customer must know the old 

password to set a new password. When a customer forgets their password, however, a normal 

password change process cannot be used. If the customer account is to be made usable again a 

password reset is required. This special reset process uses secondary authentication mechanisms, 

after which a new password is set even though the old password was never provided. 

Some potential algorithms might consider using a customer account password to encrypt 

some data. If this is done, when a customer changes their password all such data would need to 

be re-encrypted. Unfortunately, if a password is reset, all previously encrypted data cannot be re-

encrypted because the old data cannot be decrypted. This would mean that the old data is forever 

lost. 
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The Unexposed Keys algorithm solves the reset problem. Customer passwords are 

involved in encryption and decryption of data, but password changes and passwords resets can 

still be performed without loss of previously stored data. This is not a simple process, but it is 

described in detail in the Unexposed Keys Algorithm Description section below.  

Project Characteristics 

Project Problem Statement 

Payment card data stored in online vendor databases is typically not sufficiently 

protected; a new approach is needed. 

Project Purpose and Goals 

The purpose and goals of this project include: 

 To demonstrate through simulation and analysis that the Unexposed Keys algorithm 

is a feasible approach to significantly improving the security of payment card 

information stored in online vendor databases. 

 To facilitate a better understanding of the problems relating to securing payment card 

data in online vendor databases. 

 To facilitate discussion, development, and hopefully adoption of better security 

standards in regards to payment card data in online vendor databases. 

Project Significance 

The Unexposed Keys algorithm offers a more secure approach to storing payment card 

data in databases. If this general approach can be further verified through additional studies, then 

standards for payment card information database security (formal and informal) could improve. 

Perhaps eventually the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS, 2013) could 

even be updated to reflect all or some elements of the Unexposed Keys approach. 
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If deemed useful, some or all of the approaches within the Unexposed Keys algorithm 

could be implemented within an enterprise quality open source or commercial product. The 

Unexposed Keys algorithm as implemented in this project is for simulation and research only, 

and does not address many additional requirements for real world enterprise software. 

Industry adoption of security these improvements could be expected to significantly 

reduce the number of payments cards which have their data compromised each year. This in turn 

could potentially result in benefits and savings to millions of consumers and hundreds (if not 

thousands) of companies. 

Some of the approaches pioneered by the Unexposed Keys algorithm for protecting 

payment card data in online vendor databases could also conceivably be adapted to other 

domains for additional security of sensitive information in databases. Adaptations for the health 

care information might be very productive, for example. 

Literature Review 

Payment Card Data Breach Scale and Nature 

In order to establish the need for this creative project the scale and nature of payment 

card data (PCD) breaches needs to be examined. We will examine several databases with 

historical data breach information. 

The Privacy Rights Clearinghouse maintains a database of publically disclosed data 

breaches going back to 2005 (Chronology of Data Breaches, 2016). As of March 2016 this 

database contained reports of 4,793 data breaches. Of these data breaches 363 involved retail 

payment card data and represented the exposure of data from an estimated 255,267,754 

payments cards which were exposed either through hacking, skimming, or unauthorized insider 

exposure. Of these three methods database host hacking was by far the most damaging. 257 of 
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the 363 breaches (70.80%) were database host hacking attacks. These attacks accounted for 

255,057,330 (99.92%) of the total payment card records exposed. There is sometimes confusion 

concerning whether an attack was a host hacking attack (which generally exposes data found at 

rest in a data store) or a skimming attack (which generally captures data in-transit through a 

device). This is because host hacking attacks often begin by infecting a POS (Point of Sale) 

scanning device, which is then used to install malware on a connected host. The infamous 

“Backoff” attack which exposed data from millions of payment cards from Target, Home Depot, 

and many other U.S. retail stores worked this way. Specifically, POS devices were altered and 

then used to access central hosts, hack into administrative rights, and read payment card data 

from databases (Backoff Malware, 2014). 

Data expert David McCandless compiled an independent data breach database which also 

goes back to 2005, although only data breaches which exposed 30,000 records or more are 

included (McCandless, 2016). This database includes 27 separate large data breach incidents 

involving payment card data using either host hacking, skimming, or insider approaches. This 

database does not differentiate between skimming and host hacking approaches. However, 22 of 

these 27 breaches (81.48%) used host hacking or skimming. 5 of 27 breaches (18.52%) used 

insider approaches. In terms of total records exposed, host hacking and skimming attacks 

accounted for 561,563,083 of 577,363,083 records (97.26%).  

Hasan and Yurik published an interesting study of storage-oriented data breaches 

disclosed during 2005/2006 (Hasan & Yurcik, 2006). Network or skimming data breaches were 

not included. Raw data for from this study was not published which makes it difficult to isolate 

the breaches specific to payment card data, but the study did find that overall, external attacks 

were almost five times as common as insider jobs. 
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The Ponemon Institute surveys a selection of companies each year in order to estimate 

the scale and cost of data breaches to organizations. They published their 2015 findings from a 

U.S. only viewpoint (Cost of Breach US, 2015) and also from a global viewpoint (Cost of 

Breach Global, 2015). The U.S. study surveyed 62 companies and found that the average annual 

cost of data breaches per company was $6.5 million, an 11% increase compared to 2014. The 

average cost per breached record was $217. The Global study surveyed 252 companies from the 

U.S., England, Germany, Australia, Japan, Russia, and Brazil. The average annual cost of data 

breaches per company was $7.7 million and the average cost per record of $170. 

IBM collects a great deal of data breach information about their clients and published a 

summary report of this information in a 2015 study (IBM Cyber, 2015). The report covered 

incidents from more than 8,000 clients in more than 100 countries during 2014. Just among their 

retail clients, 14,034 attacks were recorded resulting in 161 incidents (a 1.15% rate of at least 

partial attack success). 28% of these incidents resulted in unauthorized access to sensitive data. 

Although it is not quite clear what type of sensitive data this involved, since these were retail 

companies it is fair to assume many were related to payment card information. The top three 

countries of origin for attacks were the United States (50%), China (16%), and Japan (15%). 

NetDiligence completed a study in 2015 which looked at the problem from the point of 

view of insurance claims made after a data breach (NetDiligence Cyber, 2015). This study 

examined a sampling of 160 data breach insurance claims, 43 of which (26.88%) were for 

payment card data breaches. In terms of number of records exposed, payment card data 

represented 71% of the total record count. Each payment card data breach averaged an exposure 

of 8,338,028 records. The average per record cost was $964, significantly higher than the 

Ponemon estimates above. Insider involvement was reported in 32% of the claims, a somewhat 
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higher number than might be expected based on the other studies cited above, but it still confirms 

that most breaches are driven from external agents. 

Payment Card Data Black Market 

It is natural to wonder how hackers benefit from stealing payment card information in 

massive quantities. An individual with data from one stolen payment card might be able to order 

some valued goods over the internet, but what does one person, or even a team of people, do 

with millions of payment card data records? The literature describes the answer, which is to 

resell the payment card data to other individuals via “dark web” black markets. 

Bulakh and Gupta published a fascinating study of the online black market for stolen 

payment card data (Bulakh & Gupta, 2015). They used automated web scrappers to collect 

information from several dark web marketplaces, mostly during 2014. Average prices for freshly 

stolen payment card information ranged from $8.78 to $20.64 per card. However, much like on 

yelp or e-bay, black market dealers get rated by customers. “Premium” black market resellers 

with strong reviews from prior customers often charged higher premium prices. Bitcoins are 

typically used to purchase payment card data. Bitcoins are a cyber currency which is difficult to 

track, especially if the bitcoins are “cleansed” (Helix, 2014). Most of the “card shops” selling 

payment card data used sophisticated reputation systems. Anyone can sell fake data, and there is 

little recourse for the buyer of such fake data except to post a bad review of the seller. 

IBM separately examined online payment card black markets and found that freshly 

stolen payment card data can sell from $1 to $25 per associated card (IBM Cyber, 2015). 

The Rand Corporation also published a detailed study of these online black markets 

(Ablon, Libicki, & Golay, 2014). This study looked at data back to 2006. It verified some 

expected trends, such as across the board price drops for payment card data after a large data 
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breach, a confirmation of supply and demand effects even in black markets. Also, stale data sells 

for less than fresh data as it is less likely to still be valid. The study also noted the existence of 

some large and highly organized payment card data theft rings such as “carder.su” which 

reportedly involves thousands of people in the acquisition and sale of stolen payment card data 

(Fraud Organization 2014). 

Payment Card Data Breach Prevention Approaches 

Security is a complicated matter and most general security recommendations are useful to 

help reduce the risk of payment card data breaches. Both technical and human issues need to be 

addressed. A comprehensive “Information Assurance” approach such as that described by Schou 

and Hernandez (2015) is a good starting point to protect against data breaches in general. Many 

database security techniques are specific to the applicable database product, such as Oracle 

(Gaetjen, Knox, & Maroulis, 2015) or Microsoft SQL Server (Bruchez, 2012). Organization 

processes are always important to overall security. As Gartner analyst Rob McMillan writes, 

“data loss prevention technology preserves the confidentiality of sensitive information… 

however, it is most effective when implemented as a process, rather than as a ‘set and forget’ 

platform” (McMillan, 2014). 

The safest way for vendors to deal with payment card data is to not save the data at all 

beyond immediate transaction processing. Vendors really only need data such as the payment 

card number, expiration date, and CVV (Card Verification Value) when authorizing a transaction 

with a card issuing financial institution, the payment gateway service can save enough 

information for the transactions and even possible refunds. Once a transaction is authorized and 

new transaction and authorization codes are generated, the vendor no longer absolutely has to 

save the sensitive payment card information such as the card number (Card Processing, 2013). 
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However, many online vendors, especially the larger vendors, want to save as much customer 

payment card information as feasible in order to facilitate easier repeat ordering. This is why so 

many payment card data records are stored in vendor databases, and why the Unexposed Keys 

algorithm was developed. 

The PCI (Payment Card Industry) Security Standards Council has created a number of 

standard guidelines for vendors who process credit and debit card data (Payment Security, 2016; 

PCI DSS, 2013). The vendors who never save payment card data in their own databases (relying 

completely on the payment gateway service) never really have to worry about PCI DSS. 

However, the vendors who save payment card data in their own databases do, The PCI DSS 

requirements are not legal requirements (Young, 2009). However, several large payment card 

companies such as Visa and MasterCard mandate compliance (Condon, 2008). As a result PCI 

DSS is almost universally implemented by online vendors who save payment card data. PCI DSS 

compliance can be quite involved, and many consultants specialize in assisting companies with 

compliance. 

PCI DSS standards address network security, data transmission encryption, anti-virus 

protection, access controls, testing procedures, security policies, and more. PCI DSS version 3 

also includes many database security requirements to help secure payment card data stored in 

databases (PCI DSS, 2013). These database related security requirements are most applicable to 

this project. In general, the database requirements call for all sensitive payment card data to be 

stored encrypted, and for the CVV code (from the back of the card) to be stored only until a 

transaction is authorized (PCI DSS, 2013, requirement 3.2). CVV codes can be stored 

temporarily, sometimes for a day or more, but this guideline can still reduce exposure should a 

database breach occur. The CVV strategy can be interpreted as an implicit recognition of the PCI 
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that vendor databases are often not adequately protected, even when encrypted. A payment card 

number without a CVV is worth less, but is certainly not worthless. Card transactions can be 

processed through some channels without a CVV even though this usually increases interchange 

fees. For example, Amazon.com saves customer payment card data in order to facilitate “one-

click” shopping, but they cannot save the CVV and be PCI DSS compliant (Ferrero, 2014). 

When their customers do quick and convenient orders they submit transactions with card 

number, expiration date, and so forth, but not with the CVV. These transactions are still accepted 

by backend financial organizations, but the financial organizations charge Amazon a higher 

merchant fee for transactions without a CVV. Apparently, Amazon feels that they make enough 

additional sales by supporting faster and more convenient ordering that they are willing to pay 

the higher transaction fees. This has led some to criticize Amazon (and similar merchants) 

because not requiring a CVV makes it easier for stolen payment card numbers to be used (Bort, 

2012). 

PCI DSS does not specify specifically how payment card data should be encrypted, but it 

does provide several examples, such as disk-level encryption, database-level encryption, table-

level encryption, and column-level encryption (PCI DSS, 2013, requirement 3). For all of these 

methods only one global decryption key is required for all payment card data from all customers. 

In other words, once someone has the decryption key for one payment card record, they have the 

decryption key for all payment card records. When a vendor computer system comes online, this 

decryption key must be somewhere on the system, although its location can be obfuscated. When 

database backups are made, the decryption key is not generally on the same backup (hopefully), 

so payment card data on backup media is actually pretty well protected. But for online systems, a 

smart hacker who gains strong access to a system has a pretty good chance of finding the key and 
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thereby gaining access to all payment card data stored. It is similar to hiding your front door key 

under a rock on the porch. The door is only as secure as the hiding place of the key. To make 

matters worse, for many vendor systems, internal systems documentation which specifies exactly 

how and where to access the key is often on the same server. This is like leaving a note on your 

porch telling expected visitors that the key is under the rock. The database key can be encrypted, 

but then you just need another key to decrypt the database key. This is like putting the front door 

key in a lockbox hanging on the doorknob and then hiding the lockbox key (or combination) 

under a rock on the porch. The previously cited data breach databases indicate that most stolen 

payment card data comes from database breaches not network capture (even if networks were 

compromised in order to get to the database). This seems to indicate that PCI DSS network 

security requirements might be stronger than PCI DSS database security requirements. 

There are newer payment card technologies which help secure payment card transactions 

in brick-and-mortar stores. One example is the new EMV (Europay Mastercard Visa) chip and 

PIN technology (Chip Technology, 2016). These technologies are effective in face-to-face 

transactions where the card in physically present, but in online shopping scenarios they offer 

little additional protection. This is clearly stated by Kossman, “EMV [chip] technology will not 

prevent data breaches from occurring” (Kossman, 2016). 

Payment Card Data Breach Mitigation Approaches 

The frequency of payment card data breaches from online vendor databases has led some 

to believe that sufficiently strong protection is not possible and that therefore after-the-breach 

damage mitigation should be emphasized. Jason Hong, an associate professor from Carnegie 

Mellon University writes, “these kinds of security breaches are a long-term problem that we will 

be struggling with for the next 10-20 years… attackers are more patient, adept at using a wide 
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range of tools, and very capable of progressively exploiting smaller vulnerabilities into larger 

ones” (Hong & Linden, 2012). This should not be taken to mean that improved security 

technologies cannot eventually be implemented. However, the fundamental problem is very 

difficult and will take time to completely solve. The Unexposed Keys algorithm hopes to be a 

helpful step towards better security. 

If one expects data breaches to continue, however, after-the-breach mitigation approaches 

are important. One major approach to help reduce or mitigate damage from payment card data 

breached is early breach detection and card replacement. A core breach detection method is 

regular review of data access log files (Garcia, Monroy, Trejo, Mex-Perera, & Aguirre, 2012). 

Unusual data access patterns are indications of a data breach. Proactive log reviews do not help 

prevent data breaches, but they can result in faster responses and less damage. The primary 

response to a payment card data breach is to notify card holders, issue new cards, and cancel the 

old cards (Breach Response, 2013). The sooner this is done the better. 

Another approach to mitigate data breach damage is fraud detection. Even if the data 

breach is not detected at the database level, when stolen payment card information is used in a 

fraudulent transaction, advanced computer algorithms run by payment card issuers can often 

(with a useful degree of accuracy) detect an unusual pattern that indicates a likely fraudulent 

transaction (Renu & Suman, 2014; Santiago, Pereira, & Hirata Jr., 2015). If many of the cards 

identified in fraudulent transactions also had recent purchases (even legitimate purchases) from a 

particular online vendor, it is an indication that the vendor database might have been breached. 

Another approach to mitigate data breach damage is for organizations to buy data breach 

insurance. In 2015 the estimated size of the cybersecurity insurance market was $1.5 billion in 

gross written premiums, about two thirds of which was inside the U.S. (Kirkpatrick, 2015). Such 
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cyber insurance policies rarely cover all of the direct and indirect costs of a data breach, but they 

can substantially reduce the impact (NetDiligence Cyber, 2015). For example, the massive 

Target payment card data breach of 2013/2014 cost Target at least $191 million, but they had a 

cyber insurance policy that paid out $46 million (Prince, 2015). 

Individuals also have the option to buy cyber insurance, generally in the form of identity 

theft insurance. The U.S. market for personal identity theft insurance is estimated to be $505 

million (Identity Insurance Market, 2015). This insurance covers, but is not limited to, losses an 

individual experiences from the unauthorized use of their payment cards. However, since most 

payment card issuers and banks also cover this cost, at least from that standpoint of payment card 

protection, the value of personal identity theft policies is questionable (Anand, 2014). 

Another interesting way to help mitigate the damage from a payment card data breach is 

for consumers to use “virtual credit cards”. A virtual credit card is a new randomly generated 

card number that is linked to your primary physical credit card number (Rubenking, 2014). Both 

Bank of America and CitiBank offer virtual credit cards to their credit card customers. The 

virtual credit card can have a different (lower) credit limit and different (earlier) expiration date 

than the primary card it is linked to. By using a custom generated virtual credit card for an online 

shopping transaction a consumer can limit their exposure, but it is done at the expense of much 

less convenience. 

Payment Card Data Breach Disincentives 

Tracking down and catching the actual hackers attempting to steal payment card data 

requires time, effort and expertise. It also frequently involves international law enforcement 

negotiations. Most hackers never get caught and the economic incentives for hacking payment 
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card data remain strong (Leeson & Coyne, 2005). Some hackers do get caught, but not enough to 

significantly reduce the frequency of hacking incidents (Mickelberg, Schive, & Pollard, 2014). 

If there were not such a strong black market for stolen payment card data or if payment 

card data thieves were caught more often, there might not be so much payment card data theft to 

begin with. Most illicit markets buying and selling stolen payment card data are “hidden sites” 

on the “dark web” (Bulakh & Gupta, 2015). The dark web typically uses privacy technologies 

from the Tor Project (Tor Project, 2016). Most Tor web sites are not illegal, but most illegal web 

sites are Tor sites (Cox, 2015). These technologies make it much more difficult for law 

enforcement agencies to identify the location of illegal servers or visitors to illegal sites. The 

expanded availability of bitcoins, which are very difficult to track when “cleansed”, makes it 

very difficult for law enforcement to “follow the money” (Helix, 2014). Nevertheless, law 

enforcement officials do occasionally shut down illegal dark web sites and prosecute the 

operators (Bearman, 2015). However, replacement sites pop up faster than law enforcement 

agencies shut them down (Bulakh & Gupta, 2015). 

Another approach to deter data breaches is “data poisoning” or “data killing” (Kindervag, 

2012). This approach involves adding real looking but fake payment card data to a database. If 

that data is stolen and subsequently used in an attempted fraudulent transaction, not only will the 

transaction fail, it could also immediate trigger an alert that the database has been breached. 

Ideally this approach would involve cooperation between online vendors and payment card 

processors, but this does not appear to be common. Nevertheless, it can still be partially effective 

to discourage data thieves. 
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Password Reset Approaches 

A frequent requirement of any security approach targeted towards online vendor payment 

card database security is the requirement to support “password resets”. Many naïve database 

security improvement suggestions fail to meet this requirement. The Unexposed Keys algorithm 

does successfully support password resets, but only with some difficulty. Therefore we will 

briefly look at what the literature has to say about password resets. 

A password reset does not refer to a normal password change. For a normal password 

change a user remembers their existing password, logs into their account using the old password, 

and then chooses to change their password, generally by resupplying the old password along 

with a new password. 

In contrast, a password reset is used when a user forgets their password, and uses 

alternate authentication credentials and verification methods. A user can often initiate the reset 

without the need for human help-desk support. Without password reset support a user who 

forgets their password would have to create a whole new account, and would lose previously 

saved information. There are two basic approaches to authenticate a password reset after a user 

forgets their password. The first approach is to require knowledge of some other personal 

information, such as a social security number or mother’s maiden name. The second approach is 

to require access to some other resource, such as an email account (Jakobsson, Stolterman, 

Wetzel, & Yang, 2008). After password reset authentication has been verified the user is allowed 

to pick a new password (Chakrabarti, 2004) or a newly generated password is communicated to 

the user. 
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In regards to the Unexposed Keys algorithm it is important to understand that a password 

reset replaces the primary secret of a user (their login password) without anyone knowing what 

the old password was (it was forgotten). 

A naïve approach to the database security vulnerabilities of PCI DSS would be to encrypt 

each user’s stored payment card data using some derivation of that same user’s login password. 

Thus the user could still retrieve saved payment card data when they log in, but the online 

vendor, and more importantly hackers who have penetrated the online vendor’s servers, would 

still not have general access to the sensitive payment card data. However, with this simple 

approach, if a password is reset, the old data would be lost. 

In this project we will see how the Unexposed Keys algorithm deals with this problem 

and provides additional security above and beyond PCI DSS while still allowing password resets 

without losing any previously stored user data. 

Administrator Access Hacking 

One of the features of the Unexposed Keys algorithm is to protect sensitive payment card 

data even when a hacker (or rogue employee) gains database administrator or computer root 

access. An attacker needs to bypass the access control mechanisms of the operating system 

and/or database system. This might not actually require full administrator or root access, but an 

attacker with such access can always bypass operating system and database discretionary 

controls. “Most really serious hackers require a high level of access to the system…the holy grail 

of the hacker is always administrative or root access… a user with root access can execute any 

command or view any file” (Casad, 2004, p. 327). If a security approach can protect data even 

from root attacks it is far more secure than an approach vulnerable to root attacks. The 

Unexposed Keys algorithm is specifically designed with that goal in mind. 
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Standard Algorithms Incorporated 

The Unexposed Keys algorithm is a new and unique algorithm, but it utilizes (is layered 

on top of) a few standard encryption algorithms, including symmetrical cryptography, 

asymmetrical cryptography, and cryptographic hash functions. 

Symmetrical cryptography, sometimes also called private key cryptography, uses a single 

key for both encryption of plaintext to ciphertext, and decryption back from ciphertext to 

plaintext (Andress, 2014, chap. 5). Examples of specific symmetric key algorithms include DES, 

AES, and Blowfish (Thakur & Kumar, 2011). 

Asymmetrical cryptography, sometimes called public key cryptography, uses a pair of 

keys, usually called a public key and a private key, for encryption and decryption (Andress, 

2014, chap. 5; Mikusch, 2005). If the private key is used to encrypt plaintext to ciphertext, then 

the corresponding public key is required to decrypt the ciphertext back to plaintext. Similarly, if 

the public key is used to encrypt plaintext to ciphertext, then the corresponding private key is 

required to decrypt the ciphertext back to plaintext. An example of a specific asymmetrical 

algorithm is RSA (Mahajan & Singh, 2014). 

Cryptographic hash functions, also called message digests or one-way hash algorithms, 

convert plaintext (such as a password) into an almost always unique, fixed length, hash value 

(Andress, 2014, chap. 5; Tsudik, 1992). This is useful for authentication, but not decryption. For 

example, a user’s password can be converted into a hash value which is saved. The original 

plaintext password cannot be decrypted from the hash value, adding additional security to the 

privacy of the password. However, a candidate plaintext password can also be hashed, and if the 

candidate hash value and the saved hash value are the same, then the candidate password can be 
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validated as correct. Examples of specific cryptographic hash function algorithms include MD5, 

SHA-512 and SHA-3 (Barreto, 2008; Boutin, 2015; Gueron, Johnson, & Walker, 2011). 

Related Algorithms 

There are a number of additional algorithms that the Unexposed Keys algorithm does not 

use, but address similar security issues. None of these algorithms appears to be a direct 

replacement for the Unexposed Keys algorithm, but potentially some of these algorithms might 

be a starting point for other alternative solutions. 

In 2002 Dodis, Katz, Xu, and Yung published a paper describing which they called a 

“Key-Insulated Public Key Cryptosystem” (Dodis, Katz, Xu, & Yung 2002). They were trying to 

address the typical condition of a mobile phone, namely, mobile phones are very exposed to 

hackers, especially if the phone is stolen. Data on the phone is often encrypted, but the 

decryption key is also on the phone, so if a hacker has physical access to the phone it can be 

broken into. Even if a phone is password or PIN protected, police departments can often easily 

extract the contents, especially on older phones (Kaste, 2014). “Exposure of secret keys is 

perhaps the most devastating attack on a cryptosystem since it typically means that security is 

entirely lost” (Dodis, Katz, Xu, & Yung 2002). The Key-Insulated Public Key approach tries to 

address this by periodically refreshing secret keys stored on the cell phone using a “master-key” 

from a physically separate device. This is an intriguing approach, but has limitations. By the 

authors’ own admission the approach is only cryptographically secure if a hacker does not also 

have access to the master key server (Dodis, Katz, Xu, & Yung 2002, Abstract; Split-Key, 2016). 

However, the phone, which must periodically have access to this server, has all information 

somewhere within it to do so. With this algorithm, however, a hacker would have to work fast, 

before local slave keys expired. 
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A variation of key-isolation is marketed by Intuit Data Protection and is called 

Homomorphic Key Management (Homomorphic, 2016). This approach only protects keys, not 

the underlying data, but obviously better key protection helps create better encrypted data 

protection. However, it requires a special hardware key management device. 

Proofpoint also sells a cryptosystem which uses an approach called DoubleBlind 

Encryption (DoubleBlind Encryption, 2015). This system also requires a special security 

hardware device to help assure security. 

The Apple iOS operating system for cell phones and tablets is also notable. The newer 

versions of iOS take advantage of special hardware features in order to enhance mobile device 

security and protect secret keys even if the device is stolen. A key example of this is the “secure 

enclave” coprocessor and memory on newer Apple mobile devices (iOS Security, 2015; Tabini, 

2014; Roemmele, 2013). This is why, recently, law enforcement agencies had difficulty 

extracting information from iPhones and why the FBI had a legal dispute with Apple (Bonneau, 

2016). The technical details of specifically how this hardware/software protection scheme works 

have been kept confidential for security reasons, but apparently it is not impenetrable. Apple has 

always maintained they could hack their own device if they wanted to, and more recently the FBI 

says they have bypassed this protection, probably in conjunction with the Cellebrite security firm 

(Smith, 2016). Since online vendors typically use large servers without special hardware security 

features such as a “secure enclave” this approach is not applicable, but in the future it is possible 

that large servers might have more special security hardware embedded as well. 

Another approach discussed in the literature is owner-controlled information (Gates & 

Slonim, 2003; Mannan & van Oorschot, 2008). Most of these proposals envision the use of a 

small personal device or smart card that a user would keep. This device would contain sensitive 
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personal information, including payment card information. Potentially, even remote online sites 

could query such a device if appropriate communication infrastructure protocols were updated. A 

variation of this idea is the online form filler, often included with password management 

software such as LastPass or Dashlane (Glaser, 2016). These cloud-based systems can store a 

user’s authentication information and payment card information for multiple online vendors in 

one non-vendor database. Then using web browser add-on software such information can be 

intelligently and automatically filled into vendor web forms. Thus a user who does not store their 

payment card information a vendor database can still easily recall and fill in payment card 

information from the password/form manager. Of course, now the question becomes, how does 

one protect the data in the password/form manager database? 

The Unexposed Keys algorithm does not require any special hardware and does not use 

existing approaches to owner-controlled information, but it does implement the concept of 

owner-controlled information in a new manner. 

Payment Gateway Interfaces 

A payment gateway is a service offered by an e-commerce organization which greatly 

facilitates the processing of payment card transactions for vendors (merchants). Typically an 

online vendor communicates only with one payment gateway in order to process payment card 

transactions. The payment gateway service handles all the other complicated processing and 

communications which involves acquiring banks, issuing banks, card associations, and so forth. 

Different online vendors can use different levels of services from payment gateways, and 

payment gateways support many different types of transactions. 

This project’s reference implementation of the Unexposed Keys algorithm simulates only 

some of the potential payment gateway transactions. The PayLeap payment gateway was 
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selected as a representative payment gateway and their technical programming interface manual 

(PayLeap, 2015) was used as the basis for the design of the simulation of core payment gateway 

transactions. Only payment card charge and payment card refund transactions were simulated, 

although in both interactive and batch modes. It appears safe to assume that if the Unexposed 

Keys algorithm can securely support payment card charges and refunds, then the other more 

obscure transaction types can also be supported. 

Password Obfuscation 

It is well known that relying on obfuscation rather than encryption for protection of 

secrets such as passwords is an inherently weak security approach (Zhou, Wu, Wang, & Jiang, 

2015). Yet password obfuscation is frequently found in automated systems (Secure obfuscation, 

2016; Sss_obfuscate, 2010; Obfuscating, 2015). Password obfuscation is frequently the method 

used in conjunction with an encrypted database (Obfuscating Passwords, 2014). The basic 

problem is that for a fully automated system all the secrets needed to use that system must be 

somewhere on the system. This is somewhat analogous the problem of DRM (Digital Rights 

Management) access control schemes. A public DVD player and DVD disk contains all the 

information needed to play it. So-called white-box security methods make it difficult, but not 

impossible, to copy the DVD disk (Yoo, Jeong, & Won, 2012; Wiener, 2015). 

The Unexposed Keys algorithm eliminates or reduces the common use of obfuscated 

passwords in order to access encrypted payment card data, a major security improvement. As we 

will see later, this is especially true if vendors forego optional “batch” processing. Nevertheless, 

the project’s simulation implementation still uses an obfuscated password approach to protect 

login credentials for external payment gateway services. Third-party service authentication 
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security is not the focus of the Unexposed Keys algorithm. However, a more robust third-party 

authentication scheme in a real world implementation would be prudent. 

Literature Review Conclusion 

The literature review seems to confirm that data breaches and database security is a big 

problem and that current solutions have plenty of room for improvement. This appears to be 

especially true for payment card data in a typical online vendor environment. This indicates that 

the Unexposed Keys algorithm could be of value or at least interest if the project simulation 

verifies the correctness and validity of the algorithm. The literature also seems to indicate that 

the Unexposed Keys algorithm is a new and unique algorithm in that no equivalent algorithm 

was found during the literature search. 

Research Methodology 

Research Type 

Quantitative simulation.  

Research Questions 

Research question addressed include: 

1. Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm correctly save, modify, and restore payment 

card information between customer sessions? 

2. Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm support basic functional requirements for 

payment card based purchases and refunds? 

3. Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm cryptographically secure payment card 

information in the database? 

4. Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm protect payment card information from database 

administrator and system root access? 
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5. Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm allow customer passwords to be securely reset 

without losing previously stored customer payment card information? 

6. Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm effectively resist common hacking attempts? 

7. Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm run efficiently in regards to CPU and memory 

computer resources? 

8. Is the Unexposed Keys algorithm compatible with high levels of automation? 

9. Is the Unexposed Keys algorithm compatible with high-availability configurations? 

10. Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm introduce any unexpected or undesirable side-

effects, such as reduced security in other parts of the system? 

Independent Variables 

Independent variables are adjusted by the researcher to create different variations of the 

simulation. These are essentially the inputs to the simulation (Kumar, 2014, p. 85). Independent 

variables include: 

 Simulated payment card operation type. The type of normal operation the simulation 

is to perform. For example, saving payment card information, retrieving payment card 

information, user password set or change, and lost password reset. 

 Simulated attack type. The type of simulated attack. For example, a memory 

disclosure attack, or public key regeneration attack. 

Dependent Variables 

Dependent variables are generated by the simulation. These are essentially the outputs of 

the simulation (Kumar, 2014, p. 85). Dependent variables include: 

 Operational result. This is a pass/fail measure. 

 Operational Error Type. If an operation fails, this indicates the type of failure. 
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 Attack result. This is a pass/fail measure of a simulated attack. 

 Attack Exposure. If an attack fails, there is no exposure. If an attack succeeds, this 

indicates what information is compromised. 

 Operational CPU Resources. The CPU resources consumed during normal 

operational processing. 

 Operational Memory Resources. The computer memory resources consumed during 

normal operational processing. 

 Attack CPU Resources. The CPU resources consumed during a simulated attack. 

 Attack Memory resources. The computer memory resources consumed during a 

simulated attack. 

Extraneous Variables 

Extraneous variables are variables that are not directly related to the simulation, but 

required for proper operation. The primary extraneous variables for this simulation are the 

expected values used for automated testing. For example, when testing if a payment card number 

is correctly retrieved and decrypted a known comparison value must be provided. 

Confounding Variables 

Confounding variables are variables that could possible affect the simulation, but are not 

studied as part of the research. Some of these include the operating system used for the 

simulation, the programming language, the concurrency design of the simulation, and the 

(simulated) network design. However, these variables are not considered to be significant to the 

algorithm test. They would really just test the validity of the operating system, programming 

language, and data store more than the validity of the Unexposed Keys algorithm. The standard 

hardware/software components used to support the simulation are assumed to be reliable. 
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Research Instrumentation 

The primary instrumentation for this project is custom software programmed by the 

author. This code is written using the PHP programming language and executed on a Microsoft 

Windows PC. Even though multiple hosts may be simulated, all simulated hosts will be 

physically simulated on the same computer. 

Within the simulation code, indicators of both independent and dependent variables are 

output for each simulation run. Output is console or log file based in a text format that is both 

understandable to the simulation operator and also easily parsable by computer analysis 

programs. Custom data consolidation programs extract data from multiple log files and save the 

information a CSV (comma separated values) files for easy import and data analysis using Excel. 

Research Validity 

Proper design and coding of the simulation is critical in terms of assuring the validity of 

the simulation. The author’s programming experience and defensive programming techniques 

were deployed (Whitifield, 2008). Automated regression unit testing of lower-level modules 

were built (Yoo & Harman, 2012). These tests help validate the simulation, but are separate from 

the research tests which produce data to be analyzed. An Integrated Development Environment 

(IDE), the Komodo IDE from Activestate, was used. This IDE has some built in software static 

analysis features, which helps catch common errors. The project sponsor, Jason Williams, also 

an experienced software developer, manually reviewed much of the code. The validity of the 

platform operating system (Microsoft Windows) and development language (PHP) are generally 

assumed because of the wide spread usage of these products. All log files, extracted data files, 

and Excel data analysis spreadsheets were reviewed by the project sponsor and are included in 

the project zip file attachment. 
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Research Reliability 

The reliability of the research was somewhat confirmed by checking that the simulation 

is repeatable on the project platform. Automation was used to facilitate consistent repetition of 

simulation runs. Several simulation variations were executed. The results from multiple 

simulation runs appeared quite consistent. 

Data Collection 

Data from each simulation runs is captured as structured messages into log files. 

Data Processing 

A separate program extracts and consolidates data from multiple log files into CSV files. 

Data Analysis 

Microsoft Excel reads in the simulation CSV data files and is used to analyze, 

summarize, and describe the results. Descriptive statistics (such as averages and standard 

deviations) are generated. Regression analysis does not seem to be applicable to this project. 

Algorithm Analysis 

In addition to data analysis the Unexposed Keys algorithm is deductively analyzed from 

information architectural and cryptographic viewpoints, especially in relation to known 

algorithmic weaknesses. 

Research Presentation 

The research is presented in this project report. In addition, the computer source code and 

raw data for this project simulation are included in the zip file attachment that accompanies this 

report. 
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Limitations 

While a simulated approach offers great flexibility and easy repeatability it is still just a 

simulation. Full algorithmic validation would require implementation in a real online vendor 

environment, although it would not be prudent to attempt such a production implementation 

without first performing a simulation such as this project. Also, while great care has been taken 

to assure the validity of the simulation (as discussed in the research validity section), simulations 

are always potential victims to false assumptions. 

Unexposed Keys Algorithm Description 

Algorithm Overview 

The Unexposed Keys algorithm is a new and unique algorithm which is designed to 

better protect payment card data at rest in the databases of typical large online vendors.  

 

Figure 1: Unexposed Keys Simulation Overview 

Figure 1 shows the major participants of the Unexposed Keys algorithm as used in this 

project’s simulation. The customer is the entity who buys stuff from the online vendor server. 
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The Admin manages the vendor server. The vendor database is where most data, including 

encrypted payment card data, is stored. Finally the payment gateway is the online service the 

vendor server communicates with in order to process payment card transactions. 

The Unexposed Keys algorithm incorporates several key designs which go above and 

beyond Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS, 2013). The first key design 

feature is that the cryptographic keys used to encrypt sensitive payment card data are never 

exposed in plaintext to either customer or vendor admin. Keys are only temporarily decrypted 

just long enough to use, and they are decrypted using methods not available to either customer or 

administrator outside of the application. Customer payment card information generally remains 

under the control of the customer, not the vendor (although optional and not-recommended batch 

processing bends this rule somewhat as we shall see). This protects the payment card data from 

overzealous vendors, rogue employees, or hackers that have successfully penetrated into vendor 

servers and gained database administrator or system root access. 

The second key design feature is that rather than rely on one single cryptographic key to 

protect many users’ payment card secrets, each user is transparently and securely assigned 

separate keys. These keys are never stored as plaintext, and decrypted only via dynamically 

provided (not stored) information. Using many keys makes it much harder to bulk extract many 

payment card numbers. While a single cryptographic key associated with a strong cryptosystem 

is very difficult, if not impossible to crack, cracking one key that might expose millions of 

records is still a tempting target. But if that enormous cracking effort has to be repeated for each 

payment card the target is much less attractive to hackers. Additionally, the secret to decrypt the 

critical keys only resides with the customer, not on the vendor server is some obfuscated form. 
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A third key design feature (technically a derivative of the first feature) is that payment 

card data always remains in control of the card user. Any time a vendor needs access to such 

payment card data the payment card holder must be brought into the loop. This approach is 

feasible not only for initial purchases, but also (as the detailed algorithm description shows) for 

after purchase activities such as refunds. 

A fourth key design feature is that encrypted customer specific payment card data, while 

protected by customer specific encryption, does not have to be re-encrypted when a customer 

password is changed or reset. 

A fifth design feature is that a global obfuscated password does not need to be used for 

payment card data. The simulation uses a global obfuscated password for other purposes, but 

compromising such a global password does not expose sensitive payment card data. 

A sixth key design feature is that no additional or special hardware is required to 

implement the Unexposed Keys algorithm other than the hardware already typically used in 

online vendor environments. 

The sections that follow provide a detailed description of a reference implementation of 

the Unexposed Keys algorithm which is used in this project’s computer simulation. Many 

variations are possible, but this reference implementation should communicate the algorithm 

sufficiently for actual implementation and tailoring in real-world environments.  

Understanding the Process Diagrams 

In the sections that follow numerous process diagrams are included to support the textual 

descriptions of the major Unexposed Keys algorithm processes. 
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Figure 2: Key to Understanding Process Diagrams 

Figure 2 depicts the general layout and standard symbols used for all these process 

diagrams. The Unexposed Keys algorithm consists of many high level processes. The name of 

the high level process is at the top of each diagram. This represents an algorithmic process or 

sequence of steps and should not be confused with a computer system process which is an 

instance of a computer program. In this simulation all of the Unexposed Keys algorithmic 

processes were implemented with one single-threaded program. Because many of the high level 

algorithmic processes require multiple diagrams to properly depict, such processes are divided 

into “phases”, one diagram per phase. The current phase sequence is also shown at the top of 

each process diagram. If, and only if, the high level process is dependent on any other high level 

processes running before it, then the names of the prerequisite high level processes are listed 

below the name of the current high level process. The icons on Figure 2 depict various icons as 

follows. A processing step represents a sub-process of the high level process. A data item 

represents an item of data (generally in memory) used by the process. A computer file is 

sometimes used as a source or destination for data. A database is often used as a source or 

destination for data. In some cases an obfuscated data source (which might be something like a 

hidden or scrambled computer file) is also used as a source or destination for data. An arrow 
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represents a data flow. A diamond represents a major decision point, and a circle a corresponding 

decision action. 

Formal data items names are first letter capitalized to help identify them. Appendix A 

contains an alphabetic data dictionary of all significant algorithm data items for easy reference. 

Appendix B includes a database schema diagram for the database elements used. 

Communication Link Security 

The Unexposed Keys algorithm focuses on protection of data at rest in databases. The 

security and encryption of electronic communications between systems is outside the scope of 

this algorithm. However, it is obviously important to overall security that all network 

communication be secure. For purposes of describing the Unexposed Keys algorithm the reader 

should assume that all such communication is securely encrypted and that secure protocols such 

as TLS or SSL are used for all Internet communication. 

Server Initialization Process 

The Unexposed Keys algorithm needs a few prerequisite conditions before it is applied. 

The initialization process satisfies these conditions and is invoked by a server administrator. This 

process is depicted in three phases in Figure 3 through Figure 5. 

 

Figure 3: Server Initialization Process – Phase 1 of 3 

Figure 3 shows how a system administrator (or equivalent) selects and stores the Server 

Data Password. This system wide password has very limited use within the Unexposed Keys 
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algorithm. It is not directly used for authentication, nor is it used to protect sensitive payment 

card data. If this password is compromised it does not compromise the cryptographic security of 

payment card data which uses different secrets and keys. The Server Data Password is used to 

protect secondary information, such as access credentials for a payment gateway service. For 

automated operations the Server Data Password must be somewhere on the system, which is 

somewhat troublesome. The password can be stored in a hidden or obfuscated form and is 

generally not in the primary database. Thus database backups, which are often transferred to 

other storage locations, do not expose this password. 

 

Figure 4: Server Initialization Process – Phase 2 of 3 

Figure 4 shows the primary use of the Server Data Password, namely to help protect the 

Merchant Password, which in turn is used to help authenticate a vendor to a separate payment 

gateway service along with a Merchant ID (a process described in more detail later). The 

Merchant Password is encrypted with a symmetrical encryption algorithm, such as AES (Thakur 

& Kumar, 2011), using the Server Data Password as the encryption key. The Merchant ID and 

Encrypted Merchant Password are then stored in the database in the Merchant Info Record. 
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Figure 5: Server Initialization Process – Phase 3 of 3 

Figure 5 shows another important server initialization operation, namely the generation of 

a public/private key pair to be split between the vendor and the payment gateway service. This 

key pair is only needed if the vendor needs to support optional delayed batch payment gateway 

operations, which is frequently not needed because real-time payment gateway services are also 

available. We will see later, optional batch processing introduces additional security issues and is 

not recommended by the author. However, if batch processing is to be supported, then a key pair 

associated with an appropriately secure asymmetrical cryptosystem such as RSA (Mahajan & 

Singh, 2014) should be generated. The key pair’s private key is called the Batch Encrypt Key 

and is saved in the vendor database in the Batch Encrypt Key Record. The key pair’s public key 

is called the Batch Decrypt Key and should be transferred securely to the vendor’s chosen 

payment gateway service. Once transferred the Batch Decrypt Key should not be kept anywhere 

on the vendor server, it is no longer needed by the vendor. 
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Account Creation Process 

Figure 6 through Figure 8 show the phases of the process to create a new customer 

account on a vendor server. This process is initiated by a new customer when they decide they 

want to use the vendor’s services. 

 

Figure 6: Account Creation Process – Phase 1 of 3 

Figure 6 shows how a customer initially selects a username, a password, and provides 

their email address. To support more secure one-way hashing (Hornby, 2016) two randomly 

generated “salt” values are created, the first as the Authenticator Salt and the second as the Key 

Encryptor Salt. The Username, Password, and Authenticator Salt are used to create the 

Authenticator Hash using a one-way hash algorithm such as SHA-512 (Gueron, Johnson, & 

Walker, 2015). In the same manner, the Username, Password and Key Encryptor Hash are used 
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to create the Key Encryptor Hash. Because they are used for different purposes two different 

hashes are desirable and separate salt values helps assure different hash values. 

 

Figure 7: Account Creation Process – Phase 2 of 3 

Figure 7 shows the next phase. A customer specific public/private key pair is generated. 

The public key is used as the Data Encryptor Key (and will be used later to encrypt payment card 

data). The private key is used as the Data Decryptor Key (and will be used later to decrypt 

payment card data). After key pair generation the Data Decryptor Key is symmetrically 

encrypted using the Key Encryptor Hash (created in the previous phase) as an encryption key, 

thus producing the Key Encryptor Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor Key. 
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Figure 8: Account Creation Process – Phase 3 of 3 

Figure 8 shows the final phase of the account creation process. The Username, Email 

Address, Authenticator Salt, Authenticator Hash, Key Encryptor Salt, Data Encryptor Key, and 

Key Encryptor Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor Key are all saved to an Account Info Record in a 

database. The Account Info Record is uniquely identified by the Username. 

Account Logon Process 

Figure 9 through Figure 12 show the phases of a normal account logon process. This 

process is initiated by an existing customer when they want to use the vendor’s services. 
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Figure 9: Account Logon Process – Phase 1 of 4 

Figure 9 shows the first phase. The customer provides his or her Username and Password. 

Using the Username as a database lookup key the system can retrieve the corresponding Account 

Info Record for the customer. This record also allows the corresponding values for Authenticator 

Salt, Authenticator Hash, Key Encryptor Salt, Email Address, Data Encryptor Key, and Key 

Encryptor Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor Key to be fetched. 
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Figure 10: Account Logon Process – Phase 2 of 4 

Figure 10 then shows the next logon phase. The Username and Password provided by the 

user, along with the Authenticator Salt retrieved from the database are used to calculate a 

Candidate Authenticator Hash. The Candidate Authenticator Hash is compared to the saved 

Authenticator Hash. If they are the same, authentication (logon) is considered successful and 

processing continues, otherwise the logon process is aborted. 
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Figure 11: Account Logon Process – Phase 3 of 4 

Figure 11 shows how the Data Decryptor Key is then restored. First the now validated 

Username and Password along with the saved Key Encryptor Salt are run through the one-way 

hash algorithm in order to recreate the Key Encryptor Hash. The Key Encryptor Hash can then 

be used as a key to decrypt the Key Encryptor Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor Key thereby 

restoring the Data Decryptor Key.  

 

Figure 12: Account Logon Process – Phase 4 of 4 

Figure 12 shows the final phase of the logon process. The Obfuscated Server Data 

Password is retrieved and saved as a plaintext Server Data Password in customer session 

memory. 
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Payment Card Info Storage Process 

Figure 13 through Figure 16 show how payment card data is saved. This process is 

initiated by a customer after they have already gone through the logon process. The initialized 

values of logon session variables are assumed to still be available. In this reference 

implementation each customer is expected to have at most one payment card, but the underlying 

data structures and more robust implementations could extent this to support multiple payment 

cards per customer. 

 

Figure 13: Payment Card Info Storage Process – Phase 1 of 4 

Figure 13 shows how the customer provided values for Payment Card Owner Name, 

Payment Card Number, Payment Card Expiration, and Payment Card Billing Zip Code are 

asymmetrically encrypted using the Data Encryptor Key to produce the Encrypted Card Owner 

Name, Encrypted Card Number, Encrypted Card Expiration, and Encrypted Card Billing Zip 

Code. Variations of this implementation could easily add other payment card data items such as 

billing phone number or street address. However, the CVV (Card Verification Value) must not 

be stored at this point in order to assure PCI DSS compliance (PCI DSS, 2013, Requirement 3.2). 
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Figure 14: Payment Card Info Storage Process – Phase 2 of 4 

Figure 14 shows some additional steps required to support password resets (performed 

when a customer forgets their Password). First a random Re-setter Salt is generated. Then the 

Payment Card Number, Payment Card Expiration, and Payment Card Billing Zip Code, along 

with the Re-setter Salt are run through a one-way hash algorithm to produce the Re-setter Hash. 

Then the Data Decryptor Key (restored during logon) is symmetrically encrypted using the Re-

setter Hash as an encryption key, producing the Re-setter Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor Key. 
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Figure 15: Payment Card Info Storage Process – Phase 3 of 4 

Figure 15 shows the generation of some supplemental information. The last three digits 

of the Payment Card Number are copied to a separate data item, the Payment Card Last Three. 

This information can be used to provide a hint to a forgetful user concerning their stored credit 

card. A unique Payment Card ID is also generated, which can be useful as a database key. 

 

Figure 16: Payment Card Info Storage Process – Phase 4 of 4 

Figure 16 shows the final phase of the payment card info storage process. The Username, 

Payment Card Last Three, Payment Card ID, Re-setter Salt, Re-setter Hash Encrypted Data 

Decryptor Key, Encrypted Card Owner Name, Encrypted Card Number, Encrypted Card 
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Expiration, and Encrypted Card Billing Zip Code are all saved to a Card Data Record in a 

database. The Card Data Record is identified by the Username or Payment Card ID. 

Payment Card Info Retrieval Process 

Figure 17 through Figure 19 show how payment card data is retrieved. This process is 

initiated by a customer after they have already gone through the logon process and of course 

payment card data must have previously been stored (although not necessarily during the same 

session). The initialized values of logon session variables are assumed to be available. 

 

Figure 17: Payment Card Info Retrieval Process – Phase 1 of 3 

Figure 17 shows previously stored payment card data being retrieved from the database. 

Using the Username as a lookup key the Card Data Record is retrieved from the database and 

used to set values for the Re-setter Salt, Re-setter Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor Key, Payment 

Card Last Three, Payment Card ID, Encrypted Card Owner Name, Encrypted Card Number, 

Encrypted Card Expiration, and Encrypted Card Billing Zip Code. 
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Figure 18: Payment Card Info Retrieval Process – Phase 2 of 3 

Figure 18 shows the next phase. The Encrypted Card Owner Name, Encrypted Card 

Number, Encrypted Card Expiration, and Encrypted Card Billing Zip Code are asymmetrically 

decrypted using the Data Decryptor Key (set during logon) in order to set the plaintext values of 

the Payment Card Owner Name, Payment Card Number, Payment Card Expiration, and Payment 

Card Billing Zip Code. 

 

Figure 19: Payment Card Info Retrieval Process – Phase 3 of 3 

Figure 19 then shows how the system wide Merchant Info Record is fetched from the 

database in order to set the Merchant ID and Encrypted Merchant Password. The Server Data 

Password (set during logon) is then used to decrypt the Encrypted Merchant Password in order to 

set the plaintext Merchant Password. 
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Change Password Process 

Figure 20 through Figure 23 show how a customer can change their password under 

normal circumstances. This process is initiated by a customer after they have already gone 

through the logon process, so logon session variable values are still available. 

 

Figure 20: Change Password Process – Phase 1 of 4 

Figure 20 shows how even though they are already logged on, a customer has to once 

again provide their Old Password and then provide a New Password. Using the Username with 

the Old Password and the Authenticator Salt, a Candidate Authenticator Hash is calculated using 

a one-way hash algorithm. If the Candidate Authenticator Hash is the same as the saved 

Authenticator Hash the change password process is considered re-authenticated and will proceed, 

otherwise it is aborted. 
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Figure 21: Change Password Process – Phase 2 of 4 

Figure 21 shows the next phase. A new Authenticator Salt and a new Key Encryptor Salt 

are randomly generated. Then a new Authenticator Hash is calculated using a one-way hash with 

the Username, New Password, and Authenticator Salt as inputs. A new Key Encryptor Hash is 

also calculated using a one-way hash with the Username, New Password, and Key Encryptor Salt 

as inputs. 

 

Figure 22: Change Password Process – Phase 3 of 4 
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Figure 22 shows how the Data Decryptor Key is then symmetrically encrypted using the 

new Key Encryptor Hash in order to create a new Key Encryptor Hash Encrypted Data 

Decryptor Key. 

 

Figure 23: Change Password Process – Phase 4 of 4 

Figure 23 shows the final phase of the change password process. The Customer Account 

Info Record, identified by Username, is updated with the new values of the Authenticator Salt, 

Authenticator Hash, Key Encryptor Salt, and Key Encryptor Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor 

Key. The values of the other fields (Username, Email Address, and Data Encryptor Key) should 

still be the same as before. 

Reset Password Email Process 

Figure 24 through Figure 25 show the first of two processes which together allow a 

customer who has forgotten their old password to reset to a new password. This process is 

initiated by a customer. This process begins the verification that the person requesting the 

password reset has access to messages sent to the email address previously associated with the 

account. 
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Figure 24: Reset Password Email Process – Phase 1 of 2 

Figure 24 shows the first phase of the first process. The person requesting the password 

reset must provide a Candidate Email Address, which should match the Email Address 

associated with the account. This email address is used to lookup the unique Account Info 

Record associated with that email address. If a matching record is not found the process is 

aborted. Otherwise the Username and Email Address are saved and the process continues. 
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Figure 25: Reset Password Email Process – Phase 2 of 2 

Figure 25 shows the next phase. This includes generating an Expiration Timestamp, 

which is the date and time by which the final Reset Password Link Process must complete. A 

few hours is generally more than sufficient. In addition, a random Link ID is generated. The 

Username, Expiration Timestamp, Link ID, and Email Address are all stored in a Re-setter Link 

Record which is saved in the database. Next a Re-setter Email Message is generated which 

includes a description explaining that the message was generated because someone requested a 

password reset. The message also contains the Link ID and a URL a user can click on or use to 

initiate the second password reset process, namely the Reset Password Link Process. This URL 

has the Link ID value embedded into it.  Once the message is fully formatted, it is sent to the 

associated customer Email Address. 
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Reset Password Link Process 

Figure 26 through Figure 37 show the phases of the process that performs a password 

reset after a user clicks on the URL embedded into a previously sent Re-setter Email Message. 

This process handles addition verification and resets a customer Password to a newly selected 

password. 

 

Figure 26: Reset Password Link Process – Phase 1 of 12 

Figure 26 shows what happens immediately after a user clicks on the embedded URL in a 

previously sent Re-setter Email Message (see the Reset Password Email Process). This action 

will invoke a server action to extract the Link ID (embedded in the URL) and (using the Link ID) 

to look up the corresponding Re-setter Link Record. If a corresponding record is found then 

values for Username, Email Address, and Expiration Timestamp are set. If a corresponding 

record is not found the process is aborted. 
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Figure 27: Reset Password Link Process – Phase 2 of 12 

Figure 27 shows how next the Current Timestamp is compared to the Expiration 

Timestamp. If the Current Timestamp is after than the Expiration Timestamp then the process is 

aborted, otherwise it continues. 

 

Figure 28: Reset Password Link Process – Phase 3 of 12 

Figure 28 shows the retrieval of the corresponding Account Info Record from the 

database. The record is looked up by Username and then values are set for the Authenticator Salt, 

Authenticator Hash, Key Encryptor Salt, Email Address, Data Encryptor Key, and Key 

Encryptor Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor Key. 
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Figure 29: Reset Password Link Process - Phase 4 of 12 

Figure 29 shows the next phase wherein the customer is asked for something they know 

for verification. In this case some payment card information is requested. This information is 

used to set values for Candidate Payment Card Number, Candidate Payment Card Expiration, 

and Candidate Payment Card Billing Zip Code. The customer is also asked to provide a 

Candidate New Password which will become the new Password if and only if reset 

authentication is successful. 

 

Figure 30: Reset Password Link Process - Phase 5 of 12 

Figure 30 shows the next phase, which is to retrieve the existing corresponding Card Data 

Record from the database (user Username) and then set values for Payment Card Last Three, 
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Payment Card ID, Re-setter Salt, Re-setter Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor Key, Encrypted Card 

Owner Name, Encrypted Card Number, Encrypted Card Expiration, and Encrypted Card Billing 

Zip Code. 

 

Figure 31: Reset Password Link Process - Phase 6 of 12 

Figure 31 shows how the user provided candidate payment card information is validated. 

The Candidate Payment Card Number, Candidate Payment Card Expiration, Candidate Payment 

Card Billing Zip Code, and Re-setter Salt are all used as inputs to a one-way hash algorithm 

which produces the Re-setter Hash. The Re-setter Hash is then used to symmetrically decrypt the 

Re-setter Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor Key thus producing the Data Decryptor Key. If there 

was an error during decryption the process will be aborted. Otherwise the process continues. 
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Figure 32: Reset Password Link Process - Phase 7 of 12 

Figure 32 shows the asymmetrical decryption of previously stored encrypted payment 

card information using the Data Decryptor Key just decrypted in the previous phase. The 

Encrypted Card Owner Name, Encrypted Card Number, Encrypted Card Expiration, and 

Encrypted Card Billing Zip Code are decrypted to produce the plaintext Payment Card Owner 

Name, Payment Card Number, Payment Card Expiration, and Payment Card Billing Zip Code. 

 

Figure 33: Reset Password Link Process - Phase 8 of 12 

Figure 33 shows the comparison of Candidate Payment Card Number, Candidate 

Payment Card Expiration, and Candidate Payment Card Billing Zip Code to Payment Card 
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Number, Payment Card Expiration, and Payment Card Billing Zip Code. If there are any 

discrepancies the process is aborted. Otherwise the user is now considered to be both the valid 

owner of the account Email Address and also has knowledge of valid payment card information.  

 

Figure 34: Reset Password Link Process - Phase 9 of 12 

Figure 34 shows the beginning of the steps to actually reset the password. New random 

salt values are created for the Authenticator Salt and the Key Encryptor Salt. The Username and 

Candidate New Password, along with the Authenticator Salt, are used as inputs to a one-way 

hash algorithm to create a new Authenticator Hash. Next, the Username and Candidate New 

Password, along with the Key Encryptor Salt, are used as inputs to a one-way hash algorithm to 

create a new Key Encryptor Hash. 

 

Figure 35: Reset Password Link Process - Phase 10 of 12 
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Figure 35 shows how the Data Decryptor Key is then symmetrically encrypted using the 

new Key Encryptor Hash to produce a new Key Encryptor Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor Key. 

Note that while the encrypted version of the Data Decryptor Key is new, the actual underlying 

Data Decryptor Key remains unchanged. 

 

Figure 36: Reset Password Link Process - Phase 11 of 12 

Figure 36 shows how the corresponding Account Info Record is updated in the database. 

Using the Username to identify the correct record, that record is updated with new values for 

Authenticator Salt, Authenticator Hash, Key Encryptor Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor Key, and 

Key Encryptor Salt. The values for Username, Email Address, and Data Encryptor Key should 

be unchanged. 

 

Figure 37: Reset Password Link Process - Phase 12 of 12 

Figure 37 shows the final phase of the password reset. The Re-setter Link Record in the 

database, as identified by the Link ID, is deleted. 
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Payment Card Charge Process 

Figure 38 through Figure 42 show how a customer initiated payment card charge can be 

processed. It is assumed that the customer has already logged on and retrieved payment card 

information so session variable values are still available. 

 

Figure 38: Payment Card Charge Process – Phase 1 of 5 

Figure 38 shows that a customer provides some additional purchase information such as 

the Charge Amount and Purchase Description. On many vendor sites these values would be 

filled in by whatever point and click user interface they provide. Optionally the customer would 

also provide a CVV (Card Verification Value), the three or four digit number on the back of 

most payment cards. A CVV is not absolutely required by most payment card processors, but 

vendor transaction fees are sometimes lower if a CVV is provided so some vendors require them 

(Card Processing, 2013). Remember that at this point previous prerequisite processes have 

already retrieved other payment card information data items, such a Payment Card Number. To 

support the charge transaction a unique Transaction ID along with a Timestamp and a 

Transaction Type code are also generated. 
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Figure 39: Payment Card Charge Process - Phase 2 of 5 

Figure 39 shows how the Payment Gateway Charge Message is created and sent to an 

Internet payment gateway service. Typically an online vendor communicates only with a 

payment gateway in order to process payment card transactions. The payment gateway service 

handles all the other complicated processing and communications which involves acquiring 

banks, issuing banks, card associations, and so forth. The Payment Gateway Charge Message in 

this example has the typically required information necessary (PayLeap, 2015). This information 

includes the Charge Amount, Purchase Description, CVV, Transaction ID, Transaction Type, 

Username, Payment Card Owner Name, Payment Card Number, Payment Card Expiration, 

Payment Card Billing Zip Code, Merchant ID, and Merchant Password. 
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Figure 40: Payment Card Charge Process - Phase 3 of 5 

Figure 40 shows at a high level how the Payment Gateway processes the Payment 

Gateway Charge Message. Internal processing details of the payment gateway are outside the 

scope of the Unexposed Keys algorithm, only the interface to the online vendor is described. In 

this case the primary consideration is that in response to the Payment Gateway Charge Message 

a Payment Charge Authorization Message is generated by the payment gateway and sent back to 

the online vendor. This message indicates if the charge is authorized or not. 
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Figure 41: Payment Card Charge Process - Phase 4 of 5 

Figure 41 shows how the vendor server processes the Payment Gateway Charge 

Authorization Message sent back from the payment gateway as a response to the Payment 

Gateway Charge Message. The message is unpacked to get the Authorization Code and 

Authorization result. If the Authorization Result indicates approval the process continues, 

otherwise the process is aborted. 
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Figure 42: Payment Card Charge Process - Phase 5 of 5 

Figure 42 shows the final phase of a successful payment card charge. Information about 

the now authorized charge is written to the database as a Transaction Record which includes 

Username, Charge Amount, Purchase Description, Transaction ID, Transaction Type, 

Authorization Code, Authorization Result, Timestamp, Encrypted Card Owner Name, Encrypted 

Card Number, Encrypted Card Expiration, Encrypted Card Billing Zip Code, Payment Card Last 

Three, and Payment Card ID. 

Refund Notification Process 

Figure 43 through Figure 45 show the refund notification process, the first of two 

processes which together allow a refund to be issued to a customer in cases where a product is 

returned, out of stock, or some similar problem. With the Unexposed Keys algorithm a refund is 

a joint activity of both the vendor notifying the customer and then the customer claiming the 

refund. 
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Figure 43: Refund Notification Process - Phase 1 of 3 

Figure 43 shows the first phase of the refund notification process, a process initiated by a 

vendor representative after they determine that a refund is due to a customer. The representative 

provides the Username of the customer to receive the refund, the Refund Amount, and the 

Refund Description. Next the Account Info Record for the customer Username is retrieved from 

the database in order to set values for Data Encryptor Key, Key Encryptor Hash Encrypted Data 

Decryptor Key, Authenticator Salt, Authenticator Hash, Key Encryptor Salt and Email Address. 
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Figure 44: Refund Notification Process - Phase 2 of 3 

Figure 44 shows the next phase. A unique Refund ID is generated and the Refund Status 

is initialized to an open status. Next a Refund Record is stored in the database with values for 

Refund ID, Refund Status, Username, Refund Amount, Refund Description, and Email Address. 

 

Figure 45: Refund Notification Process - Phase 3 of 3 

Figure 45 shows how next an electronic message is created which will notify the 

customer that they have a refund that they can claim. This message includes the customer 

Username, Refund Amount, Email Address, Refund ID, and Refund Description. After this 

message is created it is emailed to the customer. 
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Refund Claim Process 

Figure 46 through Figure 51 show how a customer can claim a refund after being notified 

by the vendor. The customer initiates this process after notification. This process assumes that 

the customer has already logged on and retrieved payment card information, therefore logon and 

payment card session variables are assumed to be available. 

 

Figure 46: Refund Claim Process - Phase 1 of 6 

Figure 46 shows how a customer begins to claim their refund. If they have a refund 

pending their home screen should provide them with a link. If they click on this link the 

associated Refund Record will be retrieved from the database using the embedded Refund ID. 

This allows Refund Status, Refund Amount, and Refund Description session variables to be set. 

A current Timestamp is also captured. 
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Figure 47: Refund Claim Process - Phase 2 of 6 

Figure 47 shows how next a Payment Gateway Refund Message is created using the 

values of Username, Refund ID, Refund Amount, an initialize Transaction Type (refund), 

Payment Card Owner Name, Payment Card Number, Payment Card Expiration, Payment Card 

Billing Zip Code, Merchant ID, and Merchant Password. This message is then sent to the 

payment gateway service. 

 

Figure 48: Refund Claim Process - Phase 3 of 6 
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Figure 48 shows a high level view of what the Payment Gateway does once it receives 

the Payment Gateway Refund Message, which is basically to verify the refund request, process it 

(if verified), and send a Payment Gateway Refund Authorization Message back to the vendor 

which indicates the success or failure of the refund request. 

 

Figure 49: Refund Claim Process - Phase 4 of 6 

Figure 49 shows how the online vendor processes the Payment Gateway Refund 

Authorization Message. The Authorization Code and Authorization Result are extracted from the 

message. A new unique Transaction ID is generated. If the Authorization Result indicates a 

problem the process is aborted, otherwise the process continues. 
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Figure 50: Refund Claim Process - Phase 5 of 6 

Figure 50 shows how a new Transaction Record corresponding to this refund is then stored in the 

database. The Transaction Record includes customer Username, Refund Amount, Refund 

Description, Transaction ID, Transaction Type, Authorization Code, Authorization Result, 

Timestamp, Encrypted Card Owner Name, Encrypted Card Number, Encrypted Card Expiration, 

Encrypted Card Billing Zip Code, Payment Card Last Three, and Payment Card ID. 

 

Figure 51: Refund Claim Process - Phase 6 of 6 
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Figure 51 shows the final phase of the refund claim process. The existing Refund Record 

with the current Refund ID value is updated to change its Refund Status to a value which 

indicates the refund has been processed (closed). 

Log Batch Transaction Process 

Some online vendors continue to use old style batch payment card transaction processing 

as opposed to interactive processing. The author does not recommend such batch processing, but 

for online vendors who are committed to batch processing the Unexposed Keys algorithm has 

two processes which allow batch processing to be supported. The first process is this one, the 

Log Batch Transaction Process, and the second process is next, the Batch Transactions File 

Process. In practice this batch support process would likely be inserted towards the end of the 

payment card charge process. 

Figure 52 through Figure 53 show the process to capture interactive transactions to a 

database table to be processed later during batch processing. 

 

Figure 52: Log Batch Transaction Process - Phase 1 of 2 
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Figure 52 shows that first the Batch Encrypt Key (created during server initialization) 

needs to be retrieved from the Batch Encrypt Key Record in the database. A current Timestamp 

is also captured. Then Payment Card Owner Name, Payment Card Number, Payment Card 

Expiration, and Payment Card Billing Zip Code are all asymmetrically encrypted using the Batch 

Encrypt Key in order to produce the Batch Encrypted Card Owner Name, Batch Encrypted Card 

Number, Batch Encrypted Card Expiration, Batch Encrypted Card Billing Zip Code, and Batch 

Encrypted CVV. Note that these items are encrypted with the Batch Encrypt Key, not the Data 

Encryptor Key used elsewhere. 

 

Figure 53: Log Batch Transaction Process - Phase 2 of 2 

Figure 53 shows how at this point a Batch Transaction Record is written to the database 

with values for Username, Charge Amount, Charge Description, Transaction ID, Transaction 

Type, Authorization Code, Authorization Result, Timestamp, Batch Encrypted Card Owner 

Name, Batch Encrypted Card Number, Batch Encrypted Card Expiration, Batch Encrypted Card 

Billing Zip Code, and Batch Encrypted CVV. It is worth noting that generally the PCI DSS 

standard does not like the CVV to be stored in a database, even if encrypted. However, 
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temporary database storage of the CVV is allowed for batch processing as long as the CVV is 

deleted after the transaction settles (PCI DSS, 2013, requirement 3.2). 

Batch Transactions File Process 

If a vendor is doing batch processing, at some point a set of saved transactions will have 

to be sent to the payment gateway in bulk. Figure 54 through Figure 55 show this process which 

is initiated by a vendor administrator or perhaps an automated job scheduler. 

 

Figure 54: Batch Transactions File Process - Phase 1 of 2 

Figure 54 shows the first phase of this process, which is to extract all unprocessed Batch 

Transaction Records from the database and write them to a Batch Transactions File. Note that the 

payment card fields in the database, and hence also the Batch Transaction File, are pre-encrypted 

with the Batch Encrypt Key. This file is then transferred to the payment gateway for processing. 
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Figure 55: Batch Transactions File Process - Phase 2 of 2 

Figure 55 shows how the payment gateway processes the records in the Batch 

Transactions File. First the encrypted payment data fields are decrypted using Batch Decrypt 

Key (which was transferred to the vendor during the Server Initialization Process) thus 

producing the Decrypted Transactions File. The payment gateway then processes each plaintext 

transaction record, producing a record for each transaction in the Batch Results File. The Batch 

Results File is then sent back to the vendor. The vendor, in turn, processes this file. The Batch 

Transaction Record corresponding to any successfully processed transaction should be deleted 

(using the Transaction ID value), or at a minimum the corresponding CVV field should be 

cleared in order to be PCI DSS compliant (PCI DSS, 2013). 

Unexposed Keys Simulation Project 

Simulation Overview 

This project implemented the Unexposed Keys algorithm as described in the Unexposed 

Keys Algorithm Description section above. Each of the 13 major processes, from the Server 
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Initialization Process to the Batch Transactions File process were implemented and simulated. 

Each of these high level processes were implemented as a separate PHP class. These Unexposed 

Keys classes were instantiated and executed within a framework originally designed for unit 

tested, but somewhat extended to facilitate simulation testing. Computer CPU and memory 

resource utilization were also measured. 

All code and data for the project simulation are included in a compressed zip file which 

accompanies this report. 

Simulation Compute Environment 

The simulation was performed on a Hewlett Packard Pavilion DV6 laptop computer. This 

computer was equipped with an AMD 64 Family 18 1.5 GHz dual core processor, 8 GB of 

RAM, and a 600 GB NTFS formatted local hard disk drive (with 50% free space). No network 

access was required for the simulation; all programs and data were local. 

The computer ran the Microsoft Windows 7 operating system. The simulation was 

programmed in the PHP programming language and ran in console mode using the PHP version 

7.0.5 execution environment. The Activestate Komodo IDE version 9.3.2 was used to support 

PHP programming. 

No dedicated database system was used for the simulation. Rather an in-memory 

database system was emulated via a set of PHP coded classes that duplicated basic database 

functionality. 

One-way cryptographic hashing was performed using the SHA-512 algorithm as 

implemented through the PHP crypt library. Two-way symmetric encryptions and decryptions 

were performed via the AES-256 algorithm as implemented in the PHP OpenSSL library. 
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Public/private asymmetric encryptions and decryptions, as well as key pair generations, were 

performed via the RSA 4096 bit algorithm as implemented in the PHP OpenSSL library. 

Simulation Source Code 

All source code for the project is included in the compressed zip file which accompanies 

this report. This code includes 58 PHP files across three subdirectories. A total of more than 

4,200 lines of PHP code were developed for this project, as shown in Table 1. A file named 

“readme.txt” within that zip file has further details concerning the structure of the simulation and 

supporting programs. 

Table 1: PHP Code Counts 

Subdirectory PHP Files PHP Lines 

./phplib 37 3,743 

./diag 15 357 

./run 6 107 

Totals: 58 4,207 

 

Simulation Results 

The simulation ran through a set of scenarios in order to exercise each of the 13 major 

Unexposed Keys processes. This entire set of scenarios was executed 10 times. Simulation check 

results and computer resource usage data was captured for each run. Therefore, every major 

process was executed at least 10 times, but because some processes are used more often than 

others, some processes were executed more than 10 times. 

Table 2 shows the results of explicit simulation checks embedded into the simulation 

code. A total of 291 unique checks were programmed, each check was run at least 10 times, 

some checks more times. No check failures were registered, indicating that the Unexposed Keys 

algorithm successfully accomplished all functional requirements. Custom error handlers were 
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also installed into the simulation in order to capture any PHP run-time errors that possibly could 

have occurred, however no such errors ever occurred. 

Table 2: Simulation Checks Summary 

 

Process 

Execution 

Count 

Checks 

Failed 

Checks 

Passed 

Unique 

Checks 

AccountCreationProcess 10 0 150 15 

AccountLogonProcess 90 0 1440 16 

BatchTransactionsFileProcess 10 0 300 30 

ChangePasswordProcess 10 0 160 16 

LogBatchTransactionProcess 10 0 260 26 

PaymentCardChargeProcess 20 0 540 27 

PaymentCardInfoRetrievalProcess 40 0 1080 27 

PaymentCardInfoStorageProcess 10 0 180 18 

RefundClaimProcess 10 0 290 29 

RefundNotificationProcess 10 0 160 16 

ResetPasswordEmailProcess 10 0 110 11 

ResetPasswordLinkProcess 10 0 450 45 

ServerInitializationProcess 10 0 150 15 

Grand Totals: 250 0 5270 291 

 

Table 3 through Table 6 summarize various performance aspects of the simulated 

Unexposed Keys processes. This performance data does provide some indication as to the 

feasibility of the Unexposed Keys algorithm, but should not be taken as an accurate measure of 

what performance figures would be like in a real world production environment for a number of 

reasons. For example, in a real world example network communications would have to transmit 

data over physical networks to separate computers, but in this simulation all such simulated 

communication was within the simulation on a single computer. This is especially significant for 

processes which communicate with the payment gateway service, which is almost always a 

separate computer in a separate location. In addition, the simulated database in the simulation is 

completely memory resident, not disk based. A real world implementation might use a disk-

based database system. However, compared to traditional approaches, the Unexposed Keys 
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algorithm does not significantly alter the amount of network traffic or database transactions. It 

might, however, impose additional computer computational and memory requirements. The 

performance measurements that follow, therefore, are mostly an indication of what this delta 

differential CPU and memory burden might be. 

It is also worth noting, that the simulation is programmed in PHP, generally considered to 

be a less performant programming language than a language such as C++ or Java which are 

likely implementation languages for real world production environments. In addition, the 

simulation included numerous validation checks, which might or might not be desirable in 

production environments. Finally, a real world production environment would almost certainly 

be running on a server, or servers, which would be much faster and have more processor cores 

than the four year old consumer laptop computer used as this project’s simulation host. 

Table 3 shows simulation performance by process in terms of “wall” seconds. Wall 

seconds are the amount of time a human notices. By far the slowest processes are the Account 

Creation process and the Server Initialization process. Profiling execution within these processes 

indicated that almost all of this time was within the parts of these processes that generate 

public/private key pairs, performed by the standard OpenSSL cryptographic library. Fortunately, 

these processes are not high-volume processes in typical environments. 

Table 3: Simulation Wall Seconds Performance 

 

 

Process 

 

Execution 

Count 

Wall 

Seconds 

Mean 

Wall 

Seconds 

Std. Dev. 

Wall 

Seconds 

Min 

Wall 

Seconds 

Max 

AccountCreationProcess 10 2.491 1.715 0.294 4.864 

AccountLogonProcess 90 0.065 0.002 0.062 0.074 

BatchTransactionsFileProcess 10 0.053 0.001 0.051 0.054 

ChangePasswordProcess 10 0.084 0.001 0.081 0.086 

LogBatchTransactionProcess 10 0.168 0.002 0.167 0.171 

PaymentCardChargeProcess 20 0.017 0.001 0.017 0.018 

PaymentCardInfoRetrievalProcess 40 0.184 0.003 0.177 0.191 
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PaymentCardInfoStorageProcess 10 0.041 0.001 0.039 0.042 

RefundClaimProcess 10 0.019 0.001 0.018 0.020 

RefundNotificationProcess 10 0.030 0.001 0.028 0.032 

ResetPasswordEmailProcess 10 0.029 0.001 0.028 0.031 

ResetPasswordLinkProcess 10 0.318 0.009 0.308 0.341 

ServerInitializationProcess 10 2.938 1.622 1.602 6.516 

Grand Totals: 250 6.438  2.872 12.441 

 

Table 4 shows simulation performance by process in terms of “CPU” seconds. CPU 

seconds are a measure of the time a computer CPU core was busy executing the simulation 

program. On average these CPU seconds are about 99% of what the wall second measurements 

were. This is what should be expected since the simulation was the only significant application 

running during these measurements and since the simulation does no significant physical disk or 

physical network communications (all such communication and data access is emulated within 

the simulation program). As with the wall second measurements, the slowest processes are the 

Account Creation and Server Initialization processes due almost entirely to the processing 

requirements associated with generating public/private key pairs. 

Table 4: Simulation CPU Seconds Performance 

 

 

Process 

 

Exec 

Count 

CPU 

Seconds 

Mean 

CPU 

Seconds 

Std. Dev. 

CPU 

Seconds 

Min 

CPU 

Seconds 

Max 

AccountCreationProcess 10 2.469 1.695 0.296 4.789 

AccountLogonProcess 90 0.066 0.007 0.047 0.078 

BatchTransactionsFileProcess 10 0.050 0.007 0.047 0.062 

ChangePasswordProcess 10 0.086 0.008 0.078 0.094 

LogBatchTransactionProcess 10 0.162 0.008 0.156 0.172 

PaymentCardChargeProcess 20 0.020 0.007 0.016 0.031 

PaymentCardInfoRetrievalProcess 40 0.182 0.009 0.156 0.203 

PaymentCardInfoStorageProcess 10 0.041 0.008 0.031 0.047 

RefundClaimProcess 10 0.017 0.005 0.016 0.031 

RefundNotificationProcess 10 0.025 0.008 0.016 0.031 

ResetPasswordEmailProcess 10 0.031 0.000 0.031 0.031 

ResetPasswordLinkProcess 10 0.310 0.009 0.296 0.328 

ServerInitializationProcess 10 2.917 1.612 1.607 6.490 
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Grand Totals: 250 6.377  2.792 12.386 

 

Table 5 shows the delta computer memory performance measurements by process. The 

maximum for any processes was 13 kilobytes of memory. In modern systems with gigabytes of 

memory this is considered to be a very low level of memory consumption. 

 

 

Process 

 

Exec 

Count 

RAM 

Bytes 

Mean 

RAM 

Bytes 

Std. Dev. 

RAM 

Bytes 

Min 

RAM 

Bytes 

Max 

AccountCreationProcess 10 11,424 0 11,424 11,424 

AccountLogonProcess 90 6,836 10 6,832 6,864 

BatchTransactionsFileProcess 10 2,312 0 2,312 2,312 

ChangePasswordProcess 10 9,808 0 9,808 9,808 

LogBatchTransactionProcess 10 5,520 0 5,520 5,520 

PaymentCardChargeProcess 20 3,160 164 3,000 3,320 

PaymentCardInfoRetrievalProcess 40 2,816 0 2,816 2,816 

PaymentCardInfoStorageProcess 10 13,432 0 13,432 13,432 

RefundClaimProcess 10 2,384 0 2,384 2,384 

RefundNotificationProcess 10 2,352 0 2,352 2,352 

ResetPasswordEmailProcess 10 2,352 0 2,352 2,352 

ResetPasswordLinkProcess 10 528 0 528 528 

ServerInitializationProcess 10 7,808 0 7,808 7,808 

Grand Totals: 250 70,732  70,568 70,920 

Table 5: Simulation RAM Bytes Performance 

Table 6 shows performance in terms of transactions per second for the Card Charge 

Transaction process, which in most real world environments would be the most frequently 

executed Unexposed Keys process. The simulation was run in a special mode to just crank 

through the Card Charge Transaction process with measurements every 1,000 transactions. Ten 

such load runs were made, measuring 10,000 transactions overall. These measurements indicated 

that the simulated environment could process approximately 64 transactions per second, which 

by extrapolation would equate to about 5,529,600 transactions per day. While a real world 

implementation might have additional overhead not reflected in this simulation, it would also 

likely run on much faster servers, load balance across servers, use a higher performance 
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programming language, and not be restricted to single-thread (one card charge at a time) 

execution. 

Table 6: Card Charge Transaction Performance 

 Measured 

Transactions 

per Second 

Extrapolated 

Transactions 

per Hour 

Extrapolated 

Transactions 

per Day 

Average 64 230,400 5,529,600 

Fastest 65 234,000 5,616,000 

Slowest 63 226,800 5,443,200 

 

Simulated Attacks and Vulnerabilities 

Various attack scenarios were attempted. These are described below. 

In raw scanning of physical computer memory by a separate privileged program, a so-

called “memory disclosure” attack, could potentially reveal some sensitive payment card data in 

temporary memory variables. However, the author was unsuccessful at actually making this 

happen because of operating system barriers, programming complexity, and just the plain luck 

required to find and identify the right data item at the right spot at the right time. Nevertheless, 

such attacks potential security risks for the Unexposed Keys algorithm, but this type of attack is 

a potential security risk for any programmatically implemented algorithm. Since this is not a 

specific database security issue, addressing this problem is not within the scope of the 

Unexposed Keys algorithm. However, some approaches to better managing this risk do exist 

(Bigelow, Hobson, Rudd, Streilein, & Okhravi, 2015). 

All attempts to recreate sensitive data from non-batch data stored in the simulated 

database failed. Such data was always stored encrypted and no method could be found to bypass 

Unexposed Keys security in order gain access to decryption keys. A method which could 

compromise AES-256, RSA-4096, or SHA-512 encryption could compromise the data, but the 

literature does not show any successful attacks on these modern encryption algorithms.  
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A method was determined which could compromise sensitive data in optional batch 

transaction data. This is because with most asymmetrical algorithms it is not too difficult 

(cryptographically speaking) to derive the public key if the private key is available (Simmons, 

1979; Ssh_keygen, 2010; Derive Public, 2011). A database administrator on a vendor server 

could gain access to the Batch Encrypt Key, which is a private key. The Batch Decrypt key (the 

corresponding public key) is not generally saved on the vendor server (it is transferred to the 

payment gateway), but a cryptographically sophisticated attacker could with relatively moderate 

effort derive the public Batch Decrypt Key from the private Batch Encrypt Key. The 

administrator could then use the derived Batch Decrypt Key to decrypt and expose sensitive 

payment information from the Batch Transaction Record. Because of this (and other issues), it is 

recommended that online vendors do not use optional batch payment card interfaces with 

payment gateway services, opting for interactive real-time interfaces only. If batch transactions 

are to be supported it is important to remove the Batch Decrypt Key from any online vendor 

server and keep the key offline in a physically secure location. Additional obfuscation of the 

Batch Encrypt Key might also be helpful, even if not completely cryptographically secure. 

Another option would be to use the public key as the Batch Encrypt Key and the private key as 

the Batch Decrypt key since a private key remains cryptographically secure even if someone else 

has the public key. 

Attacks on the simulated payment gateway server could also compromise sensitive 

payment card data, but that server is not using the Unexposed Keys algorithm and payment 

gateway security is considered outside the scope of this implementation of the Unexposed Keys 

algorithm. Future research to adapt the Unexposed Keys algorithm to payment gateway server 

environments might be productive, however. 
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Source code alteration attacks could also bypass Unexposed Keys algorithm security and 

expose sensitive payment card data. However, source code attacks work for every programmatic 

security algorithm. If you can alter the code which implements the algorithm, you can of course 

compromise the algorithm. Therefore, it is obviously important that source code and program 

integrity be assured, but this not strictly speaking a database security issue it is also considered 

outside the scope of the Unexposed Keys algorithm.  

One design flaw was exposed regarding refund processing. The Unexposed Keys 

approach to refund processes (see the Unexposed Keys Algorithm Description above for details) 

is for a vendor to first define the refund, then notify the customer, and then the customer logs in 

to claim the refund, which would result is a refund transaction being sent to the payment gateway 

and a refund being applied to the customer payment card account. However, there could 

potentially be a small time window during which a customer with a custom modified web 

browser could cause the refund transaction to be repeatedly sent to the payment gateway. A 

hacker might think that this would cause a single refund credit to be repeatedly applied to their 

payment card account. In practice, the payment gateway service would almost certainly 

immediate detect and prevent this. Nevertheless, the Unexposed Keys algorithm should certainly 

be modified to close this potential vulnerability. An easy fix to this problem would be for the 

Unexposed Keys algorithm to implement a locking or throttling mechanism, for example via an 

extra locked update to the Refund Record. 

The use of obfuscation to protect the Merchant Password is an obvious weak point. But 

this affects security of access to third party services, not security of payment card information in 

the vendor database. Therefore, this vulnerability is also considered outside the scope of this 

project, but more robust approaches to third party service access are certainly recommended. The 
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Obfuscated Passwords section of the Literature Review contains citations to several potential 

approaches to this problem. 

In a real world implementation the security of network communication channels and 

temporary session variables is also obviously important, but they are also considered out of 

scope for the Unexposed Keys algorithm which focuses on securing data at rest in databases. 

Simulation Answers to Research Questions 

The simulation found answers to the previously defined research questions as follows: 

Research Question 1: Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm correctly save, modify, and 

restore payment card information between customer sessions? 

Answer 1: Yes. This is indicated by the verified correct execution of the Payment Card 

Info Storage and Payment Card Info Retrieval processes across separate simulated customer 

sessions. 

Research Question 2: Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm support basic functional 

requirements for payment card based purchases and refunds? 

Answer 2: Yes. This is indicated by the verified correct execution of the Payment Card 

Charge, Refund Notification, and Refund Claim processes. 

Research Question 3: Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm cryptographically secure 

payment card information in the database? 

Answer 3: Yes if a vendor does not use optional batch processing. If optional batch 

processing is used, batch data is protected, but not to a fully cryptographically secure level. See 

the “Simulated Attacks and Vulnerabilities” section above. 

Research Question 4: Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm protect payment card 

information from database administrator and system root access? 
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Answer 4: Yes if a vendor does not use optional batch processing. If optional batch 

processing is used, batch data is protected, but not to a fully cryptographically secure level. See 

the “Simulated Attacks” section above. 

Research Question 5: Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm allow customer passwords to 

be securely reset without losing previously stored customer payment card information? 

Answer 5: Yes. This is indicated by the verified correct execution of the Reset Password 

Email and Reset Password Link processes. 

Research Question 6: Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm effectively resist common 

hacking attempts? 

Answer 6: Yes if a vendor does not use optional batch processing. If optional batch 

processing is used, batch data is protected, but not to a fully cryptographically secure level. See 

the “Simulated Attacks” section above. 

Research Question 7: Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm run efficiently in regards to 

CPU and memory computer resources? 

Answer 7: Yes. Performance data indicates that the Unexposed Keys algorithm is 

sufficiently efficient. The biggest negative additional processing requirement would be during 

initial customer account creation almost entirely due to the additional CPU processing required 

to generate a customer specific public/private key pair. Fortunately, account creations are a 

relatively low volume transaction on most vendor sites. 

Research Question 8: Is the Unexposed Keys algorithm compatible with high levels of 

automation? 

Answer 8: Yes. This is indicated by the fully automated execution of the Unexposed 

Keys simulation. No special manual interventions were required. 
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Research Question 9: Is the Unexposed Keys algorithm compatible with high-availability 

configurations? 

Answer 9: Yes. The implementation of the Unexposed Keys simulation added no 

constraints that were identified as restrictive to high-availability configurations. 

Research Question 10: Does the Unexposed Keys algorithm introduce any unexpected or 

undesirable side-effects, such as reduced security in other parts of the system? 

Answer 10: No. The implementation of the Unexposed Keys simulation revealed no 

addition unexpected or undesirable side-effects. 

Unexposed Keys Discussion 

Unexposed Keys Security Features 

The Unexposed Key algorithm implements several security features which provide 

significant improvements to protection of payment card information in typical online vendor 

databases. These include: 

 Less key exposure. Critical encryption keys are not exposed to either customers or 

vendor administrators, only temporarily to the program when needed and only 

through mechanism not available to the customer or vendor administrator. 

 More keys. Rather than a single key to protect payment card data for many 

customers, each customer has their own keys. Thus massive breaches would have to 

cryptographically compromise many keys instead of just one. 

 Customer control of customer payment card information. Payment card activity 

can only occur in conjunction with customer cooperation. 
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 Less critical global obfuscated passwords. Such global passwords, while potentially 

used for other purposes, no longer expose sensitive payment card data if 

compromised. 

 No special hardware required. The Unexposed Keys algorithm does not require any 

special or additional hardware beyond what an online vendor typically requires. 

Unexposed Keys Validity 

The validity and correctness of the Unexposed Keys algorithm was confirmed by various 

methods. Code reviews were performed with the project sponsor. Low level code functionality 

was confirmed by 15 separate unit test programs implementing 157 checks. The actual 

simulation code included an addition 291 functional checks. Performance and functional data 

collected during simulation was analyzed and deemed reasonable. 

Unexposed Keys Practicality 

It is interesting to consider if it would be practical for many online vendors to adopt the 

Unexposed Keys algorithm. From a performance point-of-view the Unexposed Keys algorithm 

appears practical. However, some vendors are very technologically sophisticated but many are 

not. Most vendors are reluctant to embark on new software development projects simply for 

improved security. If the Unexposed Keys algorithm were incorporated into a robust open source 

project, or if it were incorporated into a commercial package, it is fair to assume that this would 

facilitate adoption. 

Also, while the Unexposed Keys algorithm appears to comply with all relevant PCI DSS 

requirements, it has not been officially certified as compliant (PCI DSS, 2013). This is kind of a 

chicken and egg problem because most vendors do want to adopt a solution that has not yet been 

PCI DSS certified, but the system would have to be deployed to a real online vendor 
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environment, not just a simulation, in order to be certified. If the PCI DSS standard were updated 

to include new requirements (such as customer control of payment card data access) that the 

Unexposed Keys algorithm could fulfill but which traditional approaches do not, then adoption 

might also be facilitated. 

Some online vendors might be reluctant to cut back on the amount, duration, or frequency 

of access to sensitive information such as payment card numbers. While it can be shown that the 

Unexposed Keys algorithm can satisfy existing vendor business needs for this data without 

exposing it to them, some vendors might still be skeptical or worried about future requirements. 

Vendors will still have access to who bought what when, but they will be much more restricted 

in being able to recreate with which card such purchases were made. This restriction might also 

bother law enforcement agencies or proponents of massive government surveillance. 

There are also issues around customer participation in refunds. For example, if a 

legitimate online vendor finds that they cannot fulfill an order, they will typically refund the 

customer the amount charged for the order, and they will do this without any additional customer 

participation. Some vendors and some customers might not like requiring the customer to be in 

the refund loop. It is worth noting, however, that the parallel process in a physical brick-and-

mortar store often requires customer participation and re-presentation of the payment card 

originally used. Payment gateways could potentially provide better support for tokenized 

transaction identification, which would facilitate refunds without customer participation even 

within the Unexposed Keys approach, but such tokenization is not yet a feature of most payment 

gateways. While one would expect customers to want to claim refunds, it is likely that some 

percentage would not, even if they are periodically reminded. Over time the amount of 
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unclaimed refunds could add up to be a significant liability that could be awkward for vendors to 

reveal on annual reports, thus created more potential resistance to change. 

While the Unexposed Keys algorithm supports a batch mode interface to a payment 

gateway, it is slightly different that current approaches and would require coordinated changes in 

both vendor and payment gateway service operations, as additional impediment to adoption. Of 

course, as previously explained optional batch processing is inherently less secure than real-time 

interactive payment gateway processing, so it is best not to use batch processing at all. It is also 

worth noting that unlike batch processing support, Unexposed Keys support for real-time 

interactive processing does not require any additional payment gateway changes or coordination. 

Unexposed Keys Vulnerabilities 

The “Simulated Attacks and Vulnerabilities” section above has a detailed discussion of 

various potential vulnerabilities to the Unexposed Keys algorithm. In general, the Unexposed 

Keys algorithm does not add any significant new vulnerabilities, but it does significantly reduce 

many knows vulnerabilities, especially if optional batch mode processing is not used by online 

vendors. 

Potential Variations and Extensions 

Several potential variations of the Unexposed Keys algorithm, even within an online 

vendor environment are possible. Changes can be made to better address the vulnerabilities 

identified in the previous section. For example, third party credential managers, protected 

memory regions, and so forth. 

It would be natural to extend many of the Unexposed Keys algorithm approaches to 

processing which occurs on payment gateways. This would require some significant adaptations, 

but could be beneficial. This analysis is left as a potential future area of study, however. 
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Elements of the Unexposed Keys algorithm could almost certainly be applied to other 

data domains, such as confidential patient medical records. Any site implementing a password 

reset capability might want to consider a variation of the Unexposed Keys approach. Any 

organization fearful of the potential damage a rogue computer administrator could do might also 

want to consider Unexposed Keys methods to keep information away from administrators. 

Summary 

Conclusions 

It is clear that payment card data in online vendor databases is inadequately protected. 

Millions of payment card numbers are stolen each year, black market trading in stolen payment 

card information is active, and PCI DSS database security standards are insufficient as literature 

and standards around CVV use indicate. 

The Unexposed Keys algorithm addresses many of these problems. If broadly 

implemented the Unexposed Keys algorithm would almost certainly significantly reduce the 

number of payment card numbers stolen each year. However, there are significant barriers to 

adoption of the Unexposed Keys algorithm, including implementation complexity, lack of open 

source and commercial software which supports the algorithm, old style payment gateway 

interfaces, and old style batch mode operations. With more study, further algorithm refinement, 

and upgrading of industry standards such as the PCI DSS, many features of the Unexposed Keys 

algorithm could be eventually widely adopted and payment card security significantly enhanced. 

Recommendations 

Further study of the Unexposed Keys algorithm should be conducted, especially 

regarding adapting the Unexposed Keys algorithm to other processing environments such as 

payment card processor and health care providers. 
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Open source and/or commercial projects should be considered to develop enterprise 

quality Unexposed Keys software libraries. This would facilitate adoption by online vendors. 

Online vendors who maintain payment card information in databases should phase out 

batch processing and begin to evaluate Unexposed Keys solutions. This would reduce their risk 

of exposure. Vendors who do not use batch processing should be able to unilaterally implement 

the Unexposed Keys algorithm and still maintain PCI DSS compliance. However, since no 

vendor has yet done this and been certified as PCI DSS compliant, additional verification would 

be prudent. 

Payment gateway service providers should support more robust merchant authentication 

methods. This would reduce the risk of unauthorized payment gateway service access. 

Payment gateway service providers should provide enhanced interfaces with support for 

tokenized transaction processing. This would reduce the frequency of the need to refer back to 

original, sensitive, payment card information, which could help streamline refund processing. 

The Payment Card Industry (PCI) should consider stronger PCI DSS database security 

standards inspired by the Unexposed Keys algorithm. For example, customer control of payment 

card data access. 
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Appendix A: Data Dictionary for the Unexposed Keys Algorithm 

This appendix provides additional alphabetic reference definitions for data items used in 

the process diagrams included within the Unexposed Keys Algorithm Description section. 

Account Info Record. A database record created during account creation which contains 

the Username, Email Address, Authenticator Salt, Authenticator Hash, Key Encryptor Salt, Data 

Encryptor Key, and Key Encryptor Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor Key. This record is uniquely 

identified by the Username. 

Authenticator Hash. A cryptographically secure one-way hash generated using a hash 

function algorithm such as SHA-512 using the Username, Password, and Authenticator Salt as 

inputs. The Authenticator Hash is mainly used to authenticate a customer when they log in. 

Authenticator Salt. A randomly generated salt value for use when calculating the 

Authenticator Hash. 

Authorization Code. A code indicating the type of authorization from a payment 

gateway service. 

Authorization Result. The result of a payment card charge or refund request as 

determined by a payment gateway service. 

Batch Decrypt Key. The public key of a key pair generated during server initialization. 

Only needed if batch Payment Gateway operations are needed. Used by a Payment Gateway to 

decrypt data from batch transfer files. See also Batch Encrypt Key. 

Batch Encrypt Key. The private key of a key pair generated during server initialization. 

Only needed if batch Payment Gateway operations are needed. Used to encrypt data for batch 

transfer files to be sent to the payment gateway. See also Batch Decrypt Key. 

Batch Encrypt Key Record. A database record that contains the Batch Encrypt Key. 
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Batch Encrypted Card Billing Zip Code. The Payment Card Billing Zip Code 

asymmetrically encrypted using the Batch Encrypt Key. 

Batch Encrypted Card Expiration. The Payment Card Expiration asymmetrically 

encrypted using the Batch Encrypt Key. 

Batch Encrypted Card Number. The Payment Card Number asymmetrically encrypted 

using the Batch Encrypt Key. 

Batch Encrypted Card Owner Name. The Payment Card Owner Name asymmetrically 

encrypted using the Batch Encrypt Key. 

Batch Encrypted CVV. The CVV (Card Verification Value) asymmetrically encrypted 

using the Batch Encrypt Key. 

Batch Results File. A computer file generated by a payment gateway in response to 

processing a Batch Transactions File and then sent to the vendor. Only needed if batch 

processing is to be supported. 

Batch Transaction Record. A database record only needed if batch processing is to be 

supported. Includes Username, Charge Amount, Charge Description, Transaction ID, 

Transaction Type, Authorization Code, Authorization Result, Timestamp, Batch Encrypted Card 

Owner Name, Batch Encrypted Card Number, Batch Encrypted Card Expiration, Batch 

Encrypted Card Billing Zip Code, and Batch Encrypted CVV. 

Batch Transactions File. A computer file with extracted Batch Transaction Records 

from the database. Generated by the vendor and sent to a payment gateway. Note that the 

sensitive payment card data fields in this file are encrypted using the Batch Encrypt Key. This 

file is only needed if batch processing is to be supported. 
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Candidate Authenticator Hash. A one way hash value created from a customer 

provided Username and Password, along with a database saved Authenticator Salt. If this hash 

value matches the saved Authenticator Hash value then authentication is considered successful. 

Candidate Email Address. An email address provider by someone requesting a 

password reset which should match an Email Address previously associated with an account. 

Candidate New Password. A candidate value for a new Password during a password 

reset. 

Candidate Payment Card Billing Zip Code. A payment card billing zip code indirectly 

compared via a hash to the actual Payment Card Billing Zip code as part of password reset 

authentication. 

Candidate Payment Card Expiration. A payment card expiration date indirectly 

compared via a hash to the actual Payment Card Expiration as part of password reset 

authentication. 

Candidate Payment Card Number. A payment card number indirectly compared via a 

hash to the actual Payment Card Number as part of password reset authentication. 

Card Data Record. A database record which includes Username, Payment Card Last 

Three, Payment Card ID, Re-setter Salt, Re-setter Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor Key, 

Encrypted Card Owner Name, Encrypted Card Number, Encrypted Card Expiration, and 

Encrypted Card Billing Zip Code. The Card Data Record is identified by the Username or 

Payment Card ID. 

Charge Amount. The dollar amount of a payment card charge transaction. 

Current Timestamp. The current date and time. 
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CVV. Card Verification Value. The three or four digit number on the back of most 

payment cards. 

Data Decryptor Key. The private key of a key pair generated for a specific customer. 

This key is never stored unless encrypted. See also Data Encryptor Key. 

Data Encryptor Key. The public key of a key pair generated for a specific customer. 

This key is sometimes stored as plaintext (unencrypted). See also Data Decryptor Key. 

Decrypted Transactions File. A version of the Batch Transactions File where then 

encrypted payment card data fields have been decrypted using the Batch Decrypt Key. 

Email Address. The Internet electronic mail address used by a customer. 

Encrypted Card Billing Zip Code. An asymmetrically encrypted version of the 

Payment Card Billing Zip Code, encrypted using the Data Encryptor Key. 

Encrypted Card Expiration. An asymmetrically encrypted version of the Payment Card 

Expiration, encrypted using the Data Encryptor Key. 

Encrypted Card Number. An asymmetrically encrypted version of the Payment Card 

Number, encrypted using the Data Encryptor Key. 

Encrypted Card Owner Name. An asymmetrically encrypted version of the Payment 

Card Owner Name, encrypted using the Data Encryptor Key. 

Encrypted Merchant Password. The Merchant Password after symmetrical encryption 

using the Server Data Password as the key. 

Expiration Timestamp. The date and time that a password reset request expires. A user 

requesting a password reset must complete the entire process before this time. 
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Key Encryptor Hash. A cryptographically secure one-way hash generated using a hash 

function algorithm such as SHA-512 using the Username, Password, and Key Encryptor Salt as 

inputs. The Key Encryptor Hash is used mainly to encrypt other keys. 

Key Encryptor Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor Key. This is the Data Decryptor Key 

after it has been symmetrically encrypted using the Key Encryptor Hash. 

Key Encryptor Salt. A randomly generated salt value for use when calculating the Key 

Encryptor Hash. 

Link ID. A random string or number generated when a user first requests a password 

reset and which is embedded in the Re-setter Email Message. 

Merchant ID. A username or account ID that a vendor uses (along with a Merchant 

Password) to authenticate to a Payment Gateway service. 

Merchant Info Record. A database record that contains the Merchant ID and Encrypted 

Merchant Password. 

Merchant Password. A password that a vendor uses (along with a Merchant ID) to 

authenticate to a Payment Gateway service. 

New Password. A new value for a customer Password which will become the normal 

Password if a change password process is successful. 

Obfuscated Server Data Password. The Server Data Password stored in a hidden or 

obfuscated file. 

Old Password. A second value of a customer Password used to re-authenticate a 

customer before a normal password change. 

Password. A secret word or phrase that a customer uses, along with their username, in 

order to authenticate themselves on the vendor server. 
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Payment Card Billing Zip Code. The zip code or other postal code associated with the 

payment card, in plaintext. 

Payment Card Expiration. The expiration date of the payment card in plaintext. Usually 

just a month and year. 

Payment Card ID. A unique ID used to uniquely identify a payment card, mostly for 

database purposes. 

Payment Card Last Three. The last three digits of a Payment Card Number. This item 

does not generally need to be treated as securely as a full Payment Card Number and can 

sometimes be useful in customer communications. 

Payment Card Number. The credit card or debit card number in plaintext. 

Payment Card Owner Name. The name on the payment card in plaintext. 

Payment Gateway Charge Authorization Message. An electronic message sent from a 

payment gateway service to an online vendor in response to a Payment Gateway Charge 

Message. This message indicates if the charge is authorized or not. Includes an Authorization 

Code and an Authorization Result. 

Payment Gateway Charge Message. An electronic message sent from an online vendor 

to a payment gateway service when a customer makes a payment card purchase. Includes Charge 

Amount, Purchase Description, CVV, Transaction ID, Transaction Type, Payment Card Owner 

Name, Payment Card Number, Payment Card Expiration, Payment Card Billing Zip Code, 

Merchant ID, and Merchant Password. 

Payment Gateway Refund Authorization Message. An electronic message sent from a 

payment gateway service to an online vendor which includes an Authorization Code and an 
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Authorization Result which indicates whether or not the refund request was successfully 

processed. 

Payment Gateway Refund Message. An electronic message sent from an online vendor 

to a payment gateway service when a refund is due to a customer. Includes Username, Refund 

ID, Refund Amount, Transaction Type, Payment Card Owner Name, Payment Card Number, 

Payment Card Expiration, Payment Card Billing Zip Code, Merchant ID, and Merchant 

Password. 

Purchase Description. A description of an item or items purchased via a payment card 

charge. 

Refund Amount. The dollar amount of a refund due to a customer. 

Refund Description. A description of a refund due to a customer. 

Refund ID. A unique identifier for a Refund Record. 

Refund Notification Email Message. An electronic message sent to a customer to notify 

them that they can claim a refund. This message includes the customer Username, Refund 

Amount, Email Address, Refund ID, and Refund Description. 

Refund Status. A status code which indicates the status of a refund, such as open 

(unpaid) or closed (paid). 

Re-setter Email Message. An email message generated and sent to a previously 

registered Email Address associated with a customer account when a password reset is requested 

for that account.  This message includes the random Link ID and a URL a user can click on to 

initiate the completion of a password reset. 

Re-setter Hash. A one-way hash value used as part of an alternative authentication 

scheme during a password reset operation. 
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Re-setter Hash Encrypted Data Decryptor Key. The Data Decryptor Key 

symmetrically encrypted using the Re-setter Hash value as the key which encrypts the key. 

Re-setter Link Record. A database record which contains a Username, Expiration 

Timestamp, Link ID, and Email Address. This record is used during a password reset. 

Re-setter Salt. A randomly generated value used as a salt value for password reset 

related one-way hash calculations. 

Server Data Password. A system wide password used to encrypt some limited system 

wide information, most significantly the Merchant Password a vendor uses to authenticate to a 

Payment Gateway service. This is kind of a “bootstrap” secret to other secrets, but not sensitive 

payment card secrets (another mechanism is used for that). 

Timestamp. A specific date and time. 

Transaction ID. A unique identifier generated and assigned to a payment card 

transaction. 

Transaction Record. A database record about a payment card transaction which includes 

Username, Charge Amount, Purchase Description, Transaction ID, Transaction Type, 

Authorization Code, Authorization Result, Timestamp, Encrypted Card Owner Name, Encrypted 

Card Number, Encrypted Card Expiration, Encrypted Card Billing Zip Code, Payment Card Last 

Three, and Payment Card ID. 

Transaction Type. A code that indicates the type of payment card transaction. For 

example, a purchase charge or a refund. 

Username. A name or ID that uniquely identifies a customer of the vendor. 
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Appendix B: Database Diagram for the Unexposed Keys Algorithm 

 

Figure 56: Database Diagram for Unexposed Keys 
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